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1 - SUMMARY 
This report represents the results of Grummanls "Study of Aerodynamic Technology 
for V/STOL Fighter/~ttack Aircraft under contact NAS2-9770. During this effort a con- 
figuration was developed to meet NASA-specified guidelines, its aerodynamic characteristics 
estimated, areas of aerodynamic uncertainty were identified and a wind tunnel program to 
be conducted at NASA/AMES was developed to investigate as  many of the areas of aero- 
dynamic uncertainty as  possible, 
In 1973, G m a n  and General Electric participated in a Navy exhaust nozzle de- 
velopment program. The resulting Grumman Design 623 using the General Electric ADEX 
nozzle has since been extensively tested in wind tunnels both here and abroad. This testing 
has ranged from VTOL hot gas tests to transonic and supersonic powered and flow-through 
model tests. This background data provided a starting point for this study. 
Since its initial conception five years ago, advances in the state-of-the-art in pro- 
pulsion, aerodynamics and materials, as  well a s  a better understanding of the VTOL re- 
) quirements has allowed G-man to update Design 623 into a more potent fighter/attack 
aircraft. 
Although this report is primarily directed toward the aerodynamic technology studies, 
the propulsion and materials are discussed in sufficient detail to show that the overall result 
is a viable aircraft. 
To provide a comparison with previous studies, the baseline sizing mission was selec- 
ted to be a Deck Launched Intercept (DM) mission. It is in no way intended that this i s  the 
most critical mission for this vehicle but provides for a consistent evolution of the 
vehicle. 
The technique used to develop each design was through the Grumman computer pro- 
gram known a s  the Computerized Initial Sizing Estimate (CISE). The program serves as  
an aid in making early decisions about an airplane's optimum size and general character- 
istics as  well a s  determining sensitivity to major changes such a s  mission radius or engine 
type. This report presents these sensitivity results in such a way that the effect of each 
change is readily apparent. 
The final configuration, which is presented in this study as Grumman Design 623- 
3024, is a high-wing close coupled canard, twin engine, control configured aircraft. P o -  
pulsion is provided by two General Electric variable cycle engines with a Remote Augmented 
Lift System (RALS) a s  the forward lift thrusters. The wing employs a mechanical variable 
camber system consisting of multi-segmented leading and trailing edge devices to vary 
camber and twist, allowing optimization for cruise and maneuver conditions. Aircraft pitch 
control is through use of a canard which is augmented at low speeds and high angle of attack 
by i ts  own leading and trailing edge devices. Roll control during conventional flight is 
achieved by asymmetric deflection of the wing trailing edge devices. Yaw control is by 
rudder deflect ion. 
This aircraft makes extensive use of graphite composites, and advanced aluminum 
and titanium alloys to produce a minimum weight aircraft, 
A comparison of this aircraft ;kith the Phase I objective guidelines i s  a s  follows: 
Phase I Guide lines I Grumman Design 623-2024 
Operational from land and from 
ships smaller than CV1s without 
catapults and arresting gear 
(i. e. , good ST0  capability). 
Supersonic dash capability with 
sustained Mach number capability 
of at least 1.6 
0 Aircraft sized to fit on smallest 
CVts. VTO capable for the design 
mission, ST0  capable with 400 
foot deck run. 
0 Supersonic dash capability with 
sustained Mach mmber  capability 
of 1.8 
o Sustained load factor of 6.2 at Mach 
0.6, 10,000 feet altitude at 88-per- 
cent VTOL gross weight. 
VTOL gross weight = 20,000 to 
35,000 pounds. 
Sustained load factor of 6.8 at Mach 
0.6, 10,000 feet altitude at 88-per- 
cent VTOL gross weight. 
Specific excess power (PSI at 1G of 
900 fps at Mach 0.9, 10,000 feet 
altitude at 88-percent VTOL gross 
weight. 
0 VTOL TOGW of 37,726 pounds. 
Specific excess power (Ps) at 1G of 
1130 fps a t  Mach 0.9, 10,000 feet 
altitude at 88-percent VTOL gross 
weight. 
0 ST0 sea-based gross weight - VTOL ST0  sea-based gross weight - VTOL 
gross weight plus 10,000 pounds. I gross weight plus 9574 lb, at 0 WOD, 
VTOL gross weight plds 13,274 lb, I at 20 KTs woD 
Therefore, Design 623-2024 does represent a viable aircraft for the 1990 time frame 
assuming that the technologies a r e  developed as predicted. 
The investigation of aerodynamic uncertainties of such a configuration a r e  the purpose 
for the Phase 11 wind tunnel program. In the Design of the 623-2024 configuration, the areas  
of greatest aerodynamic uncertainty are: 
0 Buffet onset 
. . 
Aerodynamic characteristics of wide-body low aspect ratio wing configurations 
Interference effects of close-coupled ~ a n a r d m i n g  configurations 
e Thrust Vectoring/Supercirculation 
High Angle of Attack characteristics. 
In addition, uncertainties typical of any VTOL aircraft such as jet-induced effects, reinges- 
tion and ground effects at forward speed during short take-off @TO) exist. These are very 
configuration dependent and require a specialized facilities for experimental evaluation. 
Grumrnan has proposed to modify the existing 1/8 scale Design 623 model which is 
currently at the NASA/Ames Research Center. A detailed test plan as well as the planned 
modifications to this model are discussed in section 9.0 of this report. In addition, the 
model is of sufficient size to permit installation of the XM2R engine simulators at some 
later date if desired. 

2 - INTRODUCTION 
Gnunman has been involved in VSTOL Fighter/Attack aircraft  studies for over seven 
years and has generated a series of designs based on new concepts and technologies. The 
design which evolved from this study is an extension of Grumman Design 623, a twin engine 
fighter/attack aircraft intended for  a 1995 IOC. 
Application of the advanced propulsion and aerodynamics technology forecasted in our 
ongoing V/STOL programs and our ATS/AFTE111 Air Force Study contracts ensure a con- 
ceptual design which takes full advantage of the forcasted state-of-the-art to meet this IOC 
date. 
The data presented in this report pertains to the latest conceptual design which meets 
the projected design requirements, reflects the areas  of uncertainty and recommends a wind 
tunnel program to investigate these uncertainties. In Phase I1 of this study, Grumman has 
proposed a modification to the existing NAPTC model which is currently scheduled for 
testing at NASA, Ames. This modification and test program provides an orderly extension 
of technology progress on VSTOL aircraft design as well a s  allowing an early analysis of 
our prediction methods for future technology. 

3 - AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION 
3 .1  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
Grumman Aerospace Corporation has had a commitment to fighter/attack V/STOL 
aircraft since 1971. During seven years of work, the Design 623 family of aircraft has 
evolved which has an extensive and sound test program a s  its basis of design. The starting 
point for this study, Design 623-2001 represents an aircraft benefitting from all previous 
test data. However, the performance level is considered low for a projected 1995 IOC 
aircraft. In addition, i t  reflects technology levels more consistent with 1982-1987 IOC 
dates rather than 1995. 
With this in mind, work was started by updating the technology levels to those of 
1995. Since no mission requirements were specified, Grumman chose to use the standard 
DL1 mission to be consistent with earl ier  designs, thus removing one variable from the 
study. 
From other ongoing work, the latest technology predictions in the area of materials, 
structures, propulsion and aerodynamics were introduced into the aircraft design 
process. In addition the performance requirements from the contract guidelines were 
introduced. 
With these basic changes, the aircraft design process was started which brought 
Design 623 up to the latest projected technology. The end result was Design 623-2024, 
shown and described in Section 3.3 and Figure 3.3-1. 
3.2 DESIGN GROUND RULES 
The basic desigr, ground rules were as  follows: 
e The use of the DL1 (Deck Launched Intercept) mission, not from a point of 
being the critical mission but to provide consistent evolution of 
configurations 
All materials and structure should represent 1993 technology levels and each 
component should be representative of these levels, i. e. (wings, tails, etc. ) 
e Basic payload should consist of 
(2) AIM-7 (Sparrow) 
(2) AIM-9 (Sidewinder) 
(1) 20 mm Gun and Ammo 

a All fuel for the design mission should be internal with provisions for 
pmtec ted fuel for go-home capability 
0 Engines shall be of the VCE (Vartable cycle engine) type with a RALS 
(Remote Augmented Lift System) for forward lift 
m All other missions which result in higher TOGW1s than the design 
mission shall use S T 0  for takeoff md VTO for landing 
0 Avionics payload of 1200 Ib consistent with today's advanced fighter 
aircraft. It is  assumed that any avionic technology increases 
will be made in capability or  additional features rather than reduced 
weight. 
The design guidelines would form the minimums for acceptable 
performance . 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
In 1973, Grumman and General Electric participated in a Navy sponsored exhaust 
nozzle development program from which the Design 623 concept evolved. From that effort 
the ADEN nozzle also evolved and was further developed for our response to the Navy 
VFAX/VSTOL Presolicitation Notice (PSN) in the summer of 1974. Extensive aerodynamic 
testing of the basic Design 623 concept has been accomplished in Grumman's 7 x TO ft low 
speed tunnel, British Aircraft Corporation's 5.5 M V/STOL tunnel, and the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center transonic facilities. Hot gas reingestion tests were con- 
ducted at  VFU;/FOKKER hot gas test facility at Bremen, FGR. Configuration modifications 
necessary to achieve good VTO and STO capabilities were made as  a result of conclusions 
drawn from these tests. 
The current Grumman V/STOL Configuration, Design 623-2024, is a high-wing, close- 
coupled canard, twin-engine , control-configured V/STOL aircraft. The propulsion system 
- 
employes advanced iechnology variable cycle engines with two-dimenaional Augmented De- 
flector Exhaust Nozzles (ADEN) to provide both vertical and horizontal thrust. The ADEN 
nozzle placement in the proximity of the wing trailing edge promotes the formation of beneficial 
mpercirculation effects. A Remote Augmented Lift System (RALS) consisting of twin vector- 
able nozzles forward of the aircraft center of gravity provides vertical lift augmentation and 
balance during VTOL AND STOL operation. The general arrangement of the propulsion sys- 
tem provides lateral separation to accommodate the RALS and to ensure fountain formation 
to offset suckdown effects. Roll control during jet-borne flight i s  supplied by a wing-tip 
Reaction Control System (RCS) jets. RCS flow i s  supplied by compressor interstage bleed. 
The RALS nozzles may be deflected laterally to provide yaw control during jet-borne flight 
modes, Flow shifting between the forward RALS and aft ADEN nozzles provides pitch con- 
trol during hover and transition. 
Advanced aerodynamic technology i s  employed, consistent with the envisaged IOC date 
of 1995. A mechanical variable camber system, consisting of multi-segmented leading and 
trailing edge devices, is employed to vary the wing camber and twist from a cruise con- 
figuration to a configuration more suited for maneuver conditions. The aircraft is con- 
figured to have negative static longitudinal stability at subsonic and transonic speeds, 
and thus benefits from minimized trim drag penalties. A canard is employed for pitch 
control during conventional flight modes, the configuration thus benefiting from positive lift 
due to trim during maneuver. During operation at high angle of attack and low speeds, con- 
trol effectiveness of the slab canard surface i s  augmented by deflection of canard leading and 
trailing devices. Roll control during conventional flight is  supplied by asymmetric deflection 
of the wing trailing edge devices. Symmetric deflection of these trailing edge devices 
(other than that used for camberhwist optimization) may be used to augment aerodynamic 
lift during short takeoff (STO) operation and transition. Yaw control is supplied by rudder 
deflectior 
The Design 623-2024 iakes full advantage of advanced materials and manufactur- 
ing technology. Extensive use of grapnite composites, advanced a luminm and titanium 
alloys are employed to produce a minimum weight aircraft. A summary weight statement 
is presented in Figure 6.3-1 and 6.3-2. 
Primary avionics are carried in three bays: one fore and one aft of. the cock- 
pit and one in the aft fuselage. Equipment locations are shown on the inboard pro- 
file presented in Fig. 3.5-1. The primary fuel load is totally in the fuselage 
located in eight main tanks, five bladder tanks between the engines (three forward and 
two aft of the wing box), plus one integral fuel tank in the center wing box. In addition, two 
self-sealing fuel tanks a re  located below the center wing box. 
Seven external store stations are provided. Two AIM-7 Sparrow missiles may be 
mounted tangentially on the inboard nacelle chines. AIM-9 Sidewinder or  equivalent ad- 
vanced missile may be mounted on each wing-tip. Additional stores may be carried on the 
fuselage centerline and at a single pylon station on each wing panel. In addition, a 20-mm 
gun ie carried internally in the forward fuselage. 
3.4 AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensional and weight characteristics are shown in the following Table and 
Figure 3.4-1. 
WlNG 
AREA (REF) 380 FT2 (35.3 m2) AIRFOIL SECTION 
AREA (EXP) 174.5 F T ~  116.2 m2) ROOT - TIP GRUMMAN K MODIFIED 
ASPECT RATIO 3.75 INCIDENCE 
SWEEP L.E. 3!? GLOVE -TIP b0 - 2' 
TAPER RATIO .3 ANHEDRAL 8" 
CANARD 
AREA (REF) 85 f f2 (7.9 m:) AIRFOIL SECTION 
AREA (EXP) 85 FT' (7.9m 1 ROOT - TIP GRUMMAN K MODIFIED 
ASPECTRATIO 1.56lPANEL INCIDENCE 
SWEEP L.E. 37.6 GLOVE -TIP b0 
TAPER RATIO .37 DIHEDRAL 5" 
VERTICAL TAIL 
AREA (REF) 84 F T ~  (7.8 m2) AIRFOIL SECTION 
AREA (EXPI 84 F T ~  (7.8 m2) ROOT - TIP 005 - 64 
ASPECT RATIO 1.37lPANEL CANT 22.59 
SWEEP L.E. 47.5' 
TAPER RATIO .37 
WEIGHT 
TAKEOFF GROSS WT 37 726 LBS (17 112 Kg) 
FLT DESIGN GROSS WT 33 479 LBS (15 186 Kg) 
LDG DESIGN GROSS WT 27 867 L8S (12 640 Kg) 
EMPTY WT 24 256 LBS (1 1 002 Kg) 
INTERNAL FUEL 11618LBS( 5270Kg) 
DESIGN LOAD FACTOR 7.0 
WING LOADING 100 LBIFT~ (488 Kgl,2) 
POWERPLANT 
I ENGINE TYPE & DESIGNATION -VARIABLE CYCLE TURBOFAN - G.E. SYS - G.E. 16lVVCES STUDY D3 I 
S.L.S. MAX RATED 27 729 LBS (12 578 Kg) 
INLET CAPTURE AREA 6.4 FT2 (.6 m2) 
WETTED AREA 
WING 349 F T ~  (32.4 rn2) BODY 887 FT2 63.8 m2) 
CANARD 1 170 F T ~  (15.8 m21 GLOVE 167 FT (15.5 m2) 
VERT. TAIL 175 F T ~  (16.3 m2) 
NAC 448 F T ~  141.6 m21 
I TOTAL = 1996 F T ~  (185.4 m2) 
1690-140W 

3.5 IBBOARD PROFILE 
Design 623 provides a total internal volume which exceeds the projected volume re- 
quired for the candidate systems, Figure 3.5-1 shows the arrangement of the subsystems 
and the location of equipment compartments with major consideration to maintainability, 
vulnerability, balance and growth potential. 
The avionic subsystem such a s  the multi-function radar and EW/ECM system are 
located and arranged to maximize perfarmanee and minimize installation complexity. The 
remaining avionic subsystems are  arranged to optimize their specific accessibility require- 
ments. 
Location of the primary environmental control system (ECS) equipment minimizes 
the interface requirements to other subsystems while permitting adequate accessibility 
for routine maintenance and inspection, Forward of the ECS compartment and in close 
proximity to the cockpit an onboard oxygen generating system (OBOG) is provided. 
The arrangement and location of redundant engine/aircraft accessories and hydraulic 
systems permits periodic maintenance and inspection while providing the necessary 
vulnerability protection. Internal volume is provided for fuel and armament systems fea- ) turing self-sealing feed tanks and a 400 round capacity 20mm ammunition drum. 
7 ENG ACCESSORIES OBOG SYS 7 
r DISPLAYSICONTROLS EQPMT i I / 
H Y D  SYS NO. 3 
EWIECM ANT SYS - 
OMMlNAV EOPMT - MULTI-MODE RDR ANT 
--- EWlECM & DATA PROCESSING EOPMT - MULTI-MODE RDR EQPMT 
HHS INBD PROFILE 
- 
H Y D  SYS NO. 2 
7 4 0 h d  AMMO DRUM 
- EWIECM ANT SYS 
.' RALS BURNER , EWlECM & DATA PROCESSING EQPMT 
AV GROWTH VOL 
MIJI.TI MODE R M I  ANT SELF -SEALING FEED TANK 
LHS INBO PROFILE 
1690 1 4 2 ~  Figure 3.5-1 Design 623 - 2024 Inboard Profile 
4 - AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Basic aerodynamic characteristics of the Design 623-2024, a s  well a s  the me thodology 
utilized to obtain them a r e  presented in the following sections. This information forms the 
aerodynamic basis for the performance analyses contained in Section 7.0 a s  well a s  the 
areas  of aerodynamic uncertainity discussed in detail in Section 8. 
4.1 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
4.1.1 Wing Design 
The wing design of Design 623-2024 was based on a number of considerations. Wing 
planform was chosen on the basis of the results of parametric sizing studies for the baseline 
DL1 mission combined with ST0  performance considerations as enumerated in Section 7.0. 
The airfoil design procedure for this chosen planform is  discussed below. 
Different airfoil geometry is necessary for optimum wing performance when operating 
at high lift coefficients at a maneuver condition a s  opposed to the comparatively low lift co- 
) efficients encountered during cruise flight (Figure 4.1.1-1). Resolution of these different 
requirements can be accomplished by employing a variable camber system consisting of 
multiple element leading and trailing edge devices. For manewer, the wing employs a 
highly cambered supercritical airfoilhesigned to operate in the range of l .O<Cl < 1.5, 2-D 
which is decambered to produce an airfoil designed to operate at .25 < C C .  35. The 
'2-l) 
appropriate airfoil geometry was determined through use of Grumman's wing design method- 
ology (References 4.1.1-1 thru 4.1.1-3). 
The Grumman "K" supercritical airfoil section was selected for the major part of the 
manewer wing. This is an aft cambered section having t/c = .065 and trailing edge deflec- 
tion of approximately -. 0650. For the wing spanload distribution at manewer,  the 2-D air- 
foil section lift coefficients (C1 ) vary from about 1.15 to 1.50, at M2-D = .554  (based on 
0 ACI2 = 22.5 ). F'igure 4.l.l%?hows a pressure distribution on the "K" maneuver airfoil 
at Cl2-,, = 1.40, corresponding to 1 = .75. It was computed using a program developed at 
Grumman under NASA sponsorship (Reference 4.1.1-2). This program incorporates a re- 
fined t r e  b e n t  of the boundary layer which perm its a variation within the boundary layer of 
the static pressure normal to the airfoil surface, thus improving the solution in the region of 
the trailing edge, and making the drag and angle of attack values more accurate. The pres- 
sure distribution shown is characteristic oi  the ''K" airfoil at maneuver (3,. The upper and 
lower surface pressure gr'adients are small, and no separation is predicted. The afrfoil 
operates shock-free, and flow velocities are subcritical except for  a small a rea  near the 
leading edge. Camber was removed over the r ea r  35% of this section to produce a cruise 
airfoil section. This is made possible by use of a variable camber mechanism to adjust 
the wing shape from cruise to manewer. Figure 4.1.1-3 presents a pressure distribution 
on the cruise airfoil section at M2 - = .739, C12+ = .35, corresponding to M m  = .8  at 
CL = .30. At this condition the airfoil is entirely subcritical. 
Twist distributions were derived using the Grumman 3-0 wing/body lifting surface 
computer program (Reference 4.1.1-3), which is well suited to configurations of this type 
because it permits multiple (wing and canard) lifting surfaces to be modelled. This capabil- 
ity is important because the canard generates a downwash and a tip vortex ahead of the wing, 
w hich affects the desired twist distribution on the wing* The fuselage is represented as a 
body of revolution having an ogival radius variation near the nose and a constant radius 
section aft of the canard leading edge. Wing and canard carryover lift on the body is accounted 
in computed wing spanloads. Since the canard and wing a r e  almost coplanar, the optimum 
total spanload is designed to be elliptical. The canard spanload is also designed to be 
elliptical with the total canard lift satisfying the condition of pitching moment equilibrium. 
The remaining spanload is carried by the wing. 
spanioad distributions for cruise and manewer are presented in Figures 4.1.1-4 and 
4.1.1-5 respectively. Both distributions have a spanw ise efficiency factor of .91. For 
cruise, at a design angle of attack of zO, the moderate canard loading results in a wing 
twist distribution having 0' root incidence and 2' washout at the tip, as shown in Figure 
4.1.1-6. For maneuver, at a design angle of attack of so, the canard carries a propor- 
tioniitely larger load, and its induced effects on the wing are  larger. The canard downwash 
requires inc reaed  wing incidence in the region of the wing behind the canard, s o  that the 
airfoil sections operate at their optimum angle of attack. Outboard of the tip of the canard, 
the inflow to the wing is more nearly aligned with the free stream, s o  airfoil sections out- 
board of the tip of the canard must be twisted leading edge down, relative to the rest of the 
wing. The manewer twist distribution is also shown in Figure 4.1.1-6. From the side 
of the nacelle ( 9  = .366) to rl = .84, the manewer twist is the same as the cruise twist 
distribution, except for a constant 3.5' increase in incidence which is obtained by deflecting 
the trailing edge segments of the wing variable camber system into the "K" manewer  air- 
foil section. Outboard of r1 = .84, the wing is twisted leading edge down, to an incidence 
of -4.7' at the tip. This ts  accomplished by deflecting leading edge devices on the main 
wing, outboard of the tip of the canard, and progressively removing the trailing edge camber 
in the aft region of the wing. At q = .92, tip airfoil 4 is used, varying to tip airfoil 6 at near 
the wing tip. Two-dlmeneional, computed pressure distributions on these sections at 
maneuver conditions are given in Figures 4.1.1-7 and 4.1.1-8 for completeness. 
Coordinates and computer generated plots of the cruise and manewer airfoil sections 
a r e  included in the Proprietary Appendix consisting of Section 10 of this report. 
4.1.2 Lift and Pitching Moment Characteristics 
The vortex-lattice method, as described in Reference 4.1.2-1, was used to determine 
the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of Design 623-2024 at subsonic speeds. This 
method is an extension of the finite step lifting-line method originally described in Refer- 
ence 4.1.2-2 and applied 13 Reference 4.1.2-3. This method assumes steady, irrotational, 
inviscid, incompressible attached flow. Potential flow theory in the form of the Biot- 
Savart law is used to represent disturbances created in the flow field by the lift distribution 
of the pl anform. 
The planform is divided into many elemental panels. Each panel is replaced by a 
horseshoe vortex. The horseshoe vortex i s  composed of three vortex lines: a bound vortex 
' ) which is  swept to coincide with the elemental panel quarter chord sweep angle in the plane 
/ 
of the wing and two trailing vortices which extend chordwise parallel to the freestream to 
infinity behind the wing. 
The vortex lattice laid out is used in place of the real  planform to generate the same 
flow field and to determine the forces and moments acting on the real  planform. To perform 
these functions, the flow must be constrained so  that it  does not pass through the vortex lat- 
tice a t  specified points. This flow constraint is called the "no flow" condition and is equiva- 
lent to requiring that the flow be tangent to the real  planform mean camber surface. The cir- 
culation required to satisfy this tangent flow boundary condition is then determined by solving 
a matrix equation, Then, the Kutta-Joukowski therorem for list from a vortex filament is 
used to determine the lift of each elemental panel. These individual lifts a r e  then summed 
to obtain the lift and pitching moment. 
These results were then modified to take into account Grumman experience with 
fighter/attack configurations incorporating canards, (References 1.1.2-4 and 4.1.2-5) and 
blended wing/body/nacelle design (Reference 4.1.2-6). This approach has been successful 
in providing reliable estimates of the variation of longitudinal characteristics with angle of 
attack in the linear angle of attack range for configurations similar to Design 623-2024 
(Reference 4.1.2-7). 
E ~ t i m a t e s  for  .ogle of attack for zero lift (,Lo) and zero lift pitching moment (Cmo) 
w e r e  generated from airfoil characteristics generated during the wing design process (see 
Section 4.1.1) and from Grumman test experience with eimilar blended wing-body configura- 
tions (Reference 4.1.2-4). 
The e0xtension of the estimates through the full range in Mach number was achieved by 
wing the techniques found in Reference 4.1.2-8 modified by Grumman test experience with 
similar configurations (R eference 4.1.2-4). 
A component build-up of the lift and pitching moment data are  shown in Figures 
4.1.2-1 to 4.1.2-10. The vehicle possesses negative static longitudinal stability at sub- 
sonic and low transonic speeds, in keeping with the control configured vehicle concept. 
Based on our previous experience, these characteristics are  expected to be linear for the 
angle of attack range shown. It should be noted that the characteristics depicted are ap- 
plicable t~ the cruise configuration wing. 
4.1.3 Longitudinal Control Effectiveness 
Canard control effectiveness, presented in Figure 4.1.3-1, was estimated using the 
techniques of Reference 4.1.2-8 adjusted to reflect Grumman experience with canard con- 
figurations. The method of Reference 4.1.2-8 is based on configuration geometry. 
Carryover effects a r e  included. 
The close-coupled canard configuration introduces highly configuration dependent mu- 
tual interference between the wing and canard not included in the method of Reference 
4.1.2-8. This effect has been established from an earl ier  Grumman study, Reference 
4.1.2-4, of a generically similar configuration and from correlation studies between experi- 
mental and predicted results (Reference 4. I. 2-5). 
4.1.4 Drag Analysis 
4.1.4.1 Thrust/Drag Bookkeeping - The separation of drag and thrust effects for the 
Design 623-2024 aircraft follows a logical and consistent procedure. In keeping with widely 
accepted practice, those terms affecting thrust minus drag which are  functions of power 
. iretting a re  considered thrust effects and therefore inciuded in the installed engine per- 
formance (Section 5.0). Those which are not, a r e  included in the aerodynamic drag polar. 
The drag data which ie contained in the following sections is based on a reference 
aircraft configuration which does not include any drag forces on the ADEN nozzle. These 
forces (including skin friction and boattail drag) have been accounted for in the nozzle in- 
stallation drag utilized to generate the installed engine performance contained in Section 
5.0. 
4.1.4.2 Drag At Zero Lift - The drag at zero lift (C ) is comprised of the following 
effects: Do 
a Skin Friction Drag 
a Wing Profile Drag 
a Wave Drag 
Supercritical Inlet Spillage Drag 
a Roughness and Excrescence Drag 
0 Drag Due to Cooling and Ventilation. 
Skin friction drag is  determined via a component buildup technique based on methods 
contained in References 4.1.4-1 and 4.1.4-2. The flat plate skin friction coefficient based 
on fully turbulent flow is determined for each configuration component and adjusted by a 
form factor to account for pressure drag. This procedure i s  applied at various combinations 
of Mach number and altitude which are part of the aircraft flight envelope. A representative 
skin friction drag buildup employing this procedure is presented in Figure 4.1.4-1. 
") The additional pressure (profile) drag due to airfoil shape not included in the above 
analysis was obtained from the results of the wing/airfoil design effort elaborated on in 
Section 4.1.1. The value of this term is  A CD = .00020 subsonically. 
An additional correction was made for the presence of the canopy in the subsonic and 
transonic speed regimes (supersonically, the effect of this component is included in the 
analysis of wave drag). A subsonic incremental drag coefficient of .00132 was used for 
this effect, based on information contained in Reference 4.1.4-1. 
Wave drag at supersonic speeds is based on a far  field linearized approach in which 
, an aircraft configuration is described by a ser ies  of planar surfaces (wing, canard, tail) 
and bodies of revolution (fuselage and nacelle). At each Mach number, a family of equivalent 
bodies of revolution is determined by passing several ser ies  of parallel cutting planes (in- 
clined at the spectfic Mach angle) through the configuration. These cutting planes are 
oriented at various angles with respect to the aircraft axis. The area of the equivalent body 
of revolution at each station may be defined as  the projection on to a plane normal to the air- 
craft axis of the area  intercepted by the cutting plane. The wave drag of each equivalent 
body is determined by the von Karrnan slender body equation, which relates the drag to free 
stream conditions and the equivalent body area distribution. The wave drag 3f the aircraft 
at a given Mach number is the integrated average of the equivalent body wave drags. This 
method is developed and verified in References 4.1.4-3, 4.1.44 and 4.1.4-5: 
The computer code utilized to obtain the wave drag of the design 623-2024 (Reference 
4.1.4-6) has been shown to give excellent correlation with experimental data (Reference 
4.1.4-7). 
The variation in drag between the subsonic and supersonic speed regimes is 
based on a conservative estimate of the drag divergence characteristics of the cruise air- 
foil section modified to 3-D conditions. 
A number of miscellaneous drag terms must be added to the values of aerodynamic 
drag to obtain a realistic assessment of the total CD of the aircraft. Supercritical inlet 
spillage drag is  depicted in Figure 4.1.4-2 and cornlprises inlet cowl drag, drag due to 
upper inlet door bypass bleed air and the additive drag due to inlet stream tube contraction. 
Drag of other miscellaneous effects is shown in Figure 4.1.4-3. Statistically derived values 
of drag due to roughness for supersonic fighter/attack type aircraft were used to account 
for this effect. Allowance for drag due to excrescences was obtained from a detailed esti- 
mate for a comparable aircraft. Cooling and ventilation drag representative of this class 
aircraft were utilized to account for these effects in the Design 623-2024 drag at zero lift. 
The total zero lift drag coefficient as a function of Mach number is shown in Figure 
4.1.4-4 for an altitude of 36,089 ft. The variation of C with altitude is depicted in F i y r e  Do 
4.1.4-5. A comparison of the subsonic minimum drag with those of contemporary super- 
sonic aircraft illustrates the credibility of the methodology employed (Figure 4.1.4-6. ) 
4.1.4.3 Drag-Due- To- Lift - The subsonic dr ag-due-to-lift was based on the results of the 
w ing design effort, Section 4.1.1. For the actual near-optimum chordw ise and spanwise 
total load distributions (canard plus wing), a spanwise efficiency factor was determined 
dong with profile and wave drag-due-to-lift. The total induced drag is then the sum of the 
above components. This procedure was followed at a number of values of lift coefficient to 
take into account the variable camber aspect of the Design 623-2024 wing. 
The transonic/supersonice induced drag is based on a combination of theoretical 
and empirical methods that reflect the improved performance achievable with advanced 
(supercritical, variable camber) technologies. The methodology is based on developing 
aircraft Oewald factor, e, as a function of flight conditions (Mach number, lift coefficient) 
and configuration geometry (aspect ratio, wing leading edge sweep, w ing thickness, taper 
racio). This methodology is basea on Grummanfs e-xperience in advanced variable camber 
wing design. i" 1 
At low to moderately high lift coefficients a relatively high Oswald factor is achieved 
through appropriate wing design. Above this break lift coefficient, progressive separation 
or shock wave formation ultimately degrades the lifting efficiency to the same low level 
obtained with a simple sharp edged planar wing (no leading edge suction). 
The above methodology has been computerized and is documented in Reference 
4.1.4-8. 
The results of the analysis a re  presented in Figure 4.1.4-7. 
4.1.4.4 Untrimmed Drag Polar - The  results of the analyses described in the two previous 
sections have been combined to generate the total untrimmed drag polar for the Design 
623-2024 aircraft depicted in Figure 4.1.4-8 for the reference altitude of 36,089 ft. (11,000 
m). Corresponding drag levels for other altitudes may be obtained by applying the data con- 
tained in Figure 4.1.4-5. Variations of the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) with lift coefficient for 
a number of difference Mach numbers is presented in Figure 4.1-4-9. 
4.1.4.5 Trim Drag - Relaxed levels of static longitudinal stability inherent to the control 
configured design philosophy utilized in the evolution of the configuration ensures minimal 
t r im drag penalties. Values of canard deflection required for t r im during the DL1 mission 
' ) using the estimated stability, control and center of gravity information presented elsewhere 
in this report do confirm that this i s  true. Hence, the drag polar presented in Figure 
4.1.4-8 is used to represent the Design 623-2024 trimmed drag polar. 
4.1.4.6 Installed Drag of External Stores - Incremental drag due to external stores for 
the baseline DL1 and alternate Combat Air  Patrol (CAP) mission loading of two nacelle 
mounted AIM-? Sparrow and two wing tip mounted AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles is depicted in 
Figure 4.1.4-10. Installed Sparrow drag was obtained from data contained in Reference 
4.1.4-9, while drag due the addition of the two AIM-9 Sidewinders was generated from infor- 
mation contained in References 4.1.2-4 and 4.1-4-10. 
Incremental external s tore  drag information for the alternate Subsonic Surface Sur- 
veillance (SSS) mission is presented in Figure 4.1.4-11. Incremental drag of the two pylon 
mounted AGM-84A Harpoon missiles was generated from unpublished free-flight data ad- 
justed by installation factors presented in Reference 4.1.4-11. Incremental drag for the 
centerline mounted 300 gallon drop tank and both wing and centerline pylons was established 
utilizing data contained in References 4.1.4-10 and 4.1.4-11. 
4.1.5 High Lift Characteristics 
The subsonic level of maximum lift coefficient for the Design 623-2024 configuration 
was established from an uupublished G~mman-developed empirical procedure which re- 
lates the total lifting ability of a configuration to the ratio of total planform area to refer- 
ence wing area. This method has been shown to give good, if conservative, estimates of 
maximum lift coefficient for configurations possessing moderately low aspect ratio wings 
and relatively wide bodies. Trending with Mach number was determined by extracting the 
trends exhibited by similar high technology fighter configurations from flight test results 
contained in Refecence 4.1.5-1. Levels of maximum usable lift coefficient in the super- 
sonic speed regime were ascertained from control limit considerations and trends exhibited 
by generically similar configurations. The resultant =riation of maximum usable lift co- 
efficient for the Design 623-2024 configuration is presented in Figure 4.1.5-1. 
Conventional procedures for predicting buffet onset (such as  Reference 4.1.5-2) are 
not applicable to configurations such as Design 623-2024 which possess blended wing-bodies 
and incorporate variable camber/supercritical wing technology. Due to the aft shock location 
characteristic of supercritical airfoils, the area influenced by shock induced separation is 
substantially less than that of a correspnding wing employing conventional airfoil sections. 
The lack of available pertinent data on low aspect ratio blended wing-body configurations 
causes the assessment of the buffet onset characteristics of the Design 623-2024 to be an 
area of aerodynamic uncertainty. 
4.1.6 Supercirculation Effects 
Although it has been experimentally verified that beneficial super circulation effects 
a re  present for the Design 623 cruise nozzle/airframe configuration (Reference 
4.1.6-I), the impact of such effects on the size/performance of the design has not been 
accounted for. This conservative approach has been followed for a number of reasons: 
0 The sparcity of supercirculation data pertinent to the configuration precludes re- 
liably accounting for the impact of this phenomenon in all applicable regions of the 
flight envelope. 
e Supercirculation effects a re  configuration dependent. To date, experimental data 
for configurations combining advanced supercritical/variable camber wing desig-n 
with potential for supercirculation is lacking and there exists some uncertainty as  
to the additive quality of these effects. 
a Studies conducted at Grumrnan utilizing the applicable experimental data available 
indicate that the impact of superciro~lation on vehicle size/performance is ex- 
tremely configuration dependent. The DL1 mission utilized to size the Design 
623-2024 aircraft results in a comparatively small impact of supercirculation on 
vehicle size. (Less than 10% of total fuel is used furing transonic cruise) 
It should be noted (as shown in Section 7.1) that, without taking any benefit for supercircu- 
lation, the performance of Design 623-2024 far exceeds the performance requirements 
enumerated in the Statement of Work. 
Configuration dependency, a s  well a s  the lack of an applicable experimental data base, 
makes this phenomenon an area  of aerodynamic uncertainty and a candidate for further ex- 
perimental investigation. 
4.2.1 Lateral/Directional Stability Characteristics 
Estimated lateral/directional derivatives for the Design 623-2024 are obtained by 
) correlating established empirical techaiques with prior wind tunnel test results for gen- 
erically similar aircraft. The empirical techniques used were obtained from References 
4.1.2-8 and 4.2.2-1 combined with data correlation from Reference 4.1.2-4 and Reference 
4.1.2-6. Where no technique was available, the trends with Mach number were established 
from test data on similar configurations. 
The sideforce derivative (C ) were calculated for the wing-body, nacelle, canard Y B  
and vertical tail components of the total configuration. The subsonic derivative was cal- 
culated as described in Reference 4. l. 2-8. The wing-body, wing-nacelle and canard-body 
increments were treated as invariant with Mach number. The vertical tail increment at 
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers was obtained from the methods of Reference 4.1.2-8. 
Trending in the transonic speed regime is based on data contained in Reference 4.1.2-4. 
The variations in sideforce with Mach number for each component and the total configura- 
tion are presented in Figures 4.2.1-1 to 4.2.1-4. Based on previous Grumrnan experience, 
Cy should be relatively invariant with angle of attack for the range under consideration. 
The directional stability derivative (Cn B ) was calculated for the vertical tail and 
wing body components as described in Reference 4.2.1-1. The nacelle and canard were 
found to have no effect on the directional stability level, based on correlation studies per- 
formed utilizing the data contained in References 4.1.2-6 and 4.1.2-4, respectively. The 
wing-body component was estimated to be invariant with Mach number. The vertical tail 
component was computed from the incremental side force data described previously. A 
component buildup of C vs. # is shown for several Mach numbers in Figures 4.2.1-5 to 
n 
4.2.1-8. Again, based on previous experience, these levels 'are expected to remain rela- 
tively invariant for moderate ranges of angle of attack (i.e., less than 15 degrees). 
The lateral stability derivative (CJ ) was calculated as a function of Mach number B 
and angle of attack by the method shown in Reference 4.1.2-8. The correlation procedure 
revealed that close agreement is achieved with wide body-nacelle configurations like Design 
623-2024 when the exposed wing aspect ratio is used rather than the geometric aspect ratio. 
The body and nacelle were treated as a single body for this calculation. The vertical tail 
component was also calcuIzted using Reference 4.1.2-8, and the data of Reference 4.1.2-6 
which is a similar configuration. The canard component was calculated as if it were a wing, 
using only the exposed geometry. The resulting component was then scaled to the full scale 
wing reference area  and span. The component buildup and total level is shown as  it varies 
with Mach number and angle of attack in Figures 4.2.1-9 to 4.2.1-12. 
4 .2 .2  Lateral-Directional Control Effectiveness 
Roll control in conventional flight is provided by asymmetric deflection of the wing 
trailing edge devices; the effectiveness of which was estimated by utilization of the methods 
contained in Reference 4.1.2-8. Variations of C p  and C with Mach number (C 
8 ., Ja  Y6a 
being insignificant) a re  displayed in Figure 4.2.2-1.* These values are  applicable for the 
cruise wing in the linear angle of attack range. Satisfactory levels of rolling performance 
based on MIL-F-8785B (ASG) are attained utilizing the levels shown. 
Rudder effectiveness was determined by treating the vertical panel as  a wing with a 
plain flap. The method presented in Reference 4.2.2.1 was used to determine the side 
force generated per degree of rudder deflection (C ). Rudder yaw effectiveness (C 1 
Y 6 ~  n J ~  
and roll effectiveness (C1 ) were determined by multiplying Cy by the proper moment 
J R  4 R 
arm from the panel center of pressure to the aircraft center of gravity. The variation of 
rudder effectiveness with Mach number was accounted for by using the variation of the vertical 
tail 'AC with Mach number. All three effectiveness parameters are shown Ln Figure 
YB 
4.2.2-2 as a function of Mach number. 
4.3 PROPULSION-INDUCED EFFECTS 
1 
4.3.1 Hover Flight Mode 
The level of jet-induced interference lift (commonly referred to a s  suckdown) utilized 
to establish T/W required for VTO operation was generated from parametric experimental 
data published in Reference 4.3-1. These data, obtained from model tests of a generically 
similar configuration, a r e  presented in Figure 4.3.1-1 a s  jet-induced interference lift 
(non-dimensionalized by gross thrust) a s  a function of height (non-dimensionalized by equiv- 
alent nozzle diameter) for various lateral spacings of the ADEN lift/cruise nozzles. The 
test article from which the data were obtained possessed the same forward/aft nozzle spac- 
ing a s  the Design 623-2024 aircraft and was tested at  the same fore/aft thrust split a s  the 
current configuration. Although the test article possessed a single forward nozzle, the 
data obtained should be applicable, as  the spacing of the twin RALS nozzles of the current 
configuration is small enough to insure that the two emanating flows will coalesce and act 
as a single jet. Based on these data, a value of A L/T of -0.077 a t  static gear height was 
employed in the propulsion system sizing procedure. It should be noted that the experimen- 
tal data contained in Reference 4.3.1-2 indicate that this level should be relatively invariant 
with nozzle deflection for 80" s 6 ,,, r 100°, (90°, being the nominal deflection for hover) 
'Z 
1 
,I thus facilitating the use of nozzle deflection angle to minimize reingestion thrust losses in 
the hover flight mode. 
4.3.2 Transition 
During the transition from fully jet-borne to fully wing-borne flight (and vice-versa) 
the deflection of the forward RAIS and aft ADEN nozzles a re  geared together to maintain 
moment balance of direct thrust effects. Due to structural/geometric considerations, there 
is a limitation on aft deflection of the twin RALS nozzles. When this aft deflection point i s  
reached (say in a transition from hover to fully wing-borne flight), the power setting of the 
RALS is reduced to retain the moment balance. This gearing scheme is depicted in 
Figure 4.3.2-1. 
Levels of jet-induced interference lift, pitching moment and drag @on-dimensional- 
ized by gross thrust and wing reference chord in the case of pitching moment) a r e  presented 
in Figures 4.3.2-2 through 4.3.2-6 a s  a function of effective velociQ ratio (Ve) Varia- 
tions a r e  depicted for several deflections of the lift/cruise (ADEN) nozzle (0' deflection 
corresponding to conventional flight). The RALS deflection angles corresponding to these 
ADEN nozzle deflections a r e  the same as  those presented in Figure 4.3.2-1. These data 
are based on the test results reported on in Reference 4.3-1 and were utilized in the transi- 
tion analysis presented in section 7.5. 
4.3.3 
As in the transition flight mode, deflection of the ADEN and RAIS nozzles follows the 
gearing relationship presented in Figure 4.3.2-1. Jet-induced interference lift and drag 
are  presented in Figures 4.3.3-1 and 4.3.3-2 in an identical format to those of the preced- 
ing section and are based on data contained in the same reference. Interference pitching 
moment effects are not presented as  the ST0 performance of the vehicle was analyzed uti- 
lizing a two degree-of-freedom approach which did not include pitching moment effects (see 
section 7.6). 
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5 - PROPULSION CHARACTERISTICS 
The Design 623- 2024 propulsion system consists of two advanced technology variable 
cycle turbofans; high performance inlets, and avectorable two-dimensional exhaust nozzle 
for each engine. In addition, remote augmentors, using fan discharge a i r ,  provide lift 
forward of the aircraft center of gravity. Aircraft pitch and yaw control is achieved in 
hover and transition by thrust modulation of the remote augmentors and the exhaust nozzles - 
both vector controlled. Compressor discharge bleed is used to power roll  control nozzles 
located at each wing tip. 
5.1 ENGINE DESCRIPT 10s 
Power for Design 623-2024 is provided by the General Electric SYS-GE16/VVC E5 
Study D3 Remote Augmented Lift System (RALS) (Reference 5.1-1). This system, shown 
schematically in Figure 10.2-1 (Proprietary Section), incorporates a variable cycle turbo- 
fan with the following features: 
1\ 0 Bypass ratio of 0.95 J o Split, oversized fan to provide additional flow for VTOL and transonic acceleration 
0 Variable geometry in the fan and core stators 
Forward and aft Variable Area Bypass Injectors (VABI) in the fan stream. 
The engine operates a s  a conventional mixed-flow turbofan at high power to maximize 
specific thrust. At the reduced power settings required for loiter and subsonic cruise, the 
engine variable geometry features reduce fuel consumption by increasing the bypass ratio. 
Additional performance improvements derived from the engine cycle variability are: 
e Airflow is scheduled to obtain better inlet matching in the Mach number range of 
0.8 to  2.0. 
Inlet spillage drag i s  reduced subsonically by maintaining airflow at i ts  maximum 
as engine power i s  reduced to approximately 50% thrust. This has the added 
benefit of using larger nozzle jet a reas  (relative to a conventional engine), and 
thereby reducing the nozzle boattail drag. 
A i r  bleed from the fan is reheated in a remote augmentor to  provide lift forward of 
the aircraft center of gravity during VTOL operation. The 0 3  engine is capablb of supplying 
up to 43% of the inlet flow to the remote augmentor during this mode of operation. 
5.1.1 Engine Selection 
The RAIS D3 engine used in this configuration was selected from six candidates 
offered by the General Electric Company. Only RA IS engines were considered for this 
study because they provide : 
High thrust to weight 
Flight performance exceeding that of current operational engines 
0 VTOL capability without the use. of a lift engine 
Additionally, the aerodynamic configuration developed for this mission i s  adaptable 
to a lift plus lift/cruse system without major redesign. 
Engine cycle studies designated A l ,  C1, Dl  and D3 were used for initial configuration 
studies a s  shown in Figure 10.2-2. The A 1  and CP cycles were not considered for the con- 
figuration because VTO balance could not be achieved with the design thrust splits. All 
four initial candidates were wed for preliminary aircraft sizing studies to determine 
sensitivities to the differences in engine cycle parameters. The results of these studies 
showed that the smallest airplane would be configured with an A 1  engine. Two configurations 
met the hover/thrust balance requirements, the A3 and the Dl, the Dl resulting in the 
lightest airplane. Additional configuration studies with this engine revealed that there was 
inadequate RCS thrust available for aircraft control during hover. 
Based on the results of these studies, two additional candidates, designated W C E 6  
Study HI and WCES Study D3 were evaluated. Both engines have the ability to vary VTO 
thrust split in the ranges shown with only an insignificant change in total thrust. This feature 
can be utilized to provide for aircraft pitch control during hover. Studies with these two 
candidates showed the H 1  engine would give the smallest airplane, but aircraft thrust balance 
and hover RCS requirements could not be attained within the HI thrust split range. The air- 
craft was therefore configured with WCE5 Study 0 3  engine, which i s  the optimum of the six 
candidates studied. 
5.2 INLET DESCRIPTION 
The inlet selected for this configuration i s  the Grumman A-88V high flow design, which 
is well suited to the trasonic high-flow capabilities of the Study D3 engine. The inlet i s  a 
fixed geometry, external compression design, with an auxiliary door located on the lower 
nacelle surface for operation at high mass flow ratios. Louvers are  provided on the upper 
cowl surface for efficient hover and low speed performance, and to discharge bleed/bypass 
a i r  at higher speeds. Data from Reference 5.2-1 and later sizing studies with the G. E. 
1 D3 engine, indicated that a 5% aircraft weight redktion can be achieved with a high flow 
inlet relative to a conventional fixed design. Operation of the inlet during three significant 
N e t  modes is shown in Figure 5.2-1. 
The inlet is sized for the supersonic cruise Mach number of 1.6, with an acceleration 
capability up to Mach 2.0. Because of the increased levels of distortion and turbulence 
encountered at higher Mach numbers, the airplane was limited to Mach 1.8 for this study. 
Further definition of the inlet performance at higher Mach numbers is required to accurately 
set the high speed limit. 
A seven square inch model of the inlet design has been tested in the Grumman high 
speed wind tunnel over a Mach number range of 0.8 to 1.2. Results of this test and other 
analytical studies, (References 5.2-1 and -2), were used to size the study configuration. 
Figure 5.2-2 is an illustration of the matching of the high flow inlet and to the re- 
quirements of the D3 engine. The effect of the lower auxiliary door opening is  reflected 
in the increased inlet flow capability below Mach 1.4. In the Mach range from 0.9 to 1.4,. 
the auxiliary inlet area schedule i s  somewhat oversized for the requirements of the D3 
engine, because the area was sized (15% of capture area) for a engine using high flow only 
) at selected flight conditions. The 03 engine i s  capable of high flow operation at all Mach 
numbers. A s  additional engine cycle studies are conducted, further tailoring of the inlet/ 
engine flow schedules wi 11 result in more optimum matching. 
In the range of Mo = 1.4, the auxiliary inlet is almost completely closed. Operation 
of the inlet in this region i s  near critical, and should be addressed a s  further studies of this 
design are undertaken. 
5.3 NOZZLE DESCRIPTION . 
The RALS engine uses an Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle (ADEN). The ADEN is 
a fullyvectorable, two-dimensional nozzle that provides thrust vectoring from 0 to 110 de- 
grees. The nozzle was designed and developed by General Electric under contract to the 
Naval A i r  Propulsion Test Center. It was evaluated along with several other candidates 
by Grumman under contract to General Electric in both single and twin engine supersonic 
airplanes (Reference 5.3-1). This study and later hardware testing by General Electric 
demonstrated the superiority of this installation in this airplane class. The ADEN has 
demonstrated high thrust vectoring performance, and excellent forward mode performance 
over a wide range of throat areas and nozzle pressure ratios. 
Other desirable characteristics are: 
0 Low nozzle boattail drag 
0 Vectoring capability in afterburning 
- a In-flight thrust vectoring 
a Reduced W signatures in several viewing angles 
5.4 INSTALLATION FACTORS 
Performance data supplied by General Electric in Reference 5.1-1 were corrected to 
reflect installation in Design 623-2024. Installed engine performance accounts for inlet/ 
engine matching, aircraft bleed and power extraction, nozzle interference drag and ambient 
temperature variations. The following sections describe the levels of corrections used for 
this study. 
5.4.1 Inlet Performance 
Total pressure recovery for the high-flow inlet i s  shown in Figure 5.4.1-1 for all 
flight modes. These data were derived from the analytical studies and model tests described 
in References 5.2-1 and -2. The recovery data in Figure 5.4.1-1 reflects operation of the 
auxiliary inlets during hover, transition and transonic flight. 
Also shown are  the inlet spillage drag characteristics which include additive drag, 
lip suction and bleed/bypass drag. These values a re  included in the thrust data since they 
vary with engine power setting. Supercritical spillage drag, shown in Figure 4.1.4-2, is  
independent of engine power setting and is  included in the aircraft drag polar. 
5.4.2 Nozzle Performance 
Performance data for the Study D3 engine include internal performance of the ADEN 
nozzle for all modes of operation. 
Installed propulsion data are  corrected for nozzle interference drag using data mea- 
sured on a 1/8 scale model at the Arnold Engineering Development Center. These programs, 
sponsored by the A i r  Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, provide the basis for realistic 
estimates of installed nozzle interference drag for this design. Test data developed from 
these tests show nozzle interference drag a s  a function of nozzle' pressure ratio, flight 
Mach number, airplane angle of attack, and nozzle flap deflection angle. The data shown 
in Figures 5.4.2-1 through -6 were derived from these test data (Reference 5.4-I), and 
correct for the drag difference between the reference nozzle configuration !n the aerodpamic 
polar and the actual nozzle installation. The drag polar developed for Design 623-2024 (see 
) Section 4.1.4) references a free-flowing nozzle operating at  flow-through pressure ratios. 
The nozzle interference drag data shown also a r e  corrected for Design 623-2024 angle of 
attack at each altitude and flight Mach number, and a re  for the nozzle external flap set at 
oO. 
5.4.3 Bleed Horsepower Extraction 
Performance data supplied by General Electric (Reference 5.1-1) includes 0.35 lbs/ 
sec and 60 horsepower extraction per engine for aircraft use. 
Past design experience with this type of aircraft indicate that these levels a re  adequate 
for the aircraft subsystems. 
5.4.4 Exhaust Gas Reingestion 
Performance data calculated in ground effect includes allowance for reingestion of 
engine exhaust gases. Grumman has run extensive hot gas model test programs jointly 
with the VFW-Fokker of Bremen, FGR, on a 1/12 scale model of Gnunman Design 623-2024. 
Results of these tests (Reference 5.4.4-1) show that the mean inlet temperature r i se  i s  
strongly dependent on nozzle deflection. Acceptable levels of mean inlet temperature r ise 
of 1 0 ' ~  were obtained with lift and lift/cruise nozzle deflections of 10' aft. VTO perfor- 
mance in ground effect accounts for the loss in thrust for an inlet r i se  of IOOF and a 10' 
aft tilt of the thrust vector. - 
5.5 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
Installed performance data for a scaled General Electric SYs-GElG/WCE5 Study D3 
engine a r e  contained in Section 10.2 (Proprietary). 
5.5.1 Conventional Flight Performance 
Installed in-flight engine performance for the General Electric SYS-GE16/WC E5 
Study D3 engine a r e  shown in Figures 10.2-3 through 10.2-27 (Proprietary Section). The 
followtng notes apply to these data: 
Standard Day 
e All data per engine 
e Horsepower extraction and engine bleed included a s  described in Paragraph 5.4.2. 
Nozzle drag included per Figures 5.4.2-1 through -6 
@ Inlet performance of Figure 5.4.1-1 
a Engine data scaled to a Sea Level Static thrust of 27729 lbs using the scaling laws 
of Reference 5.1-1 
Fuel flows are  increased 5%. 
5.5.2 VTO Performance 
The installed thrust calculation for vertical takeoff condition i s  shown in Figure 
10.2-28. Engine thrust i s  sized to account for: 
a Thrust loss due to reingestion of engine exhaust gases 
a Change in aircraft lift due to jet induced interference (discussed in Section 4.3.1) 
Rearward tilt of the ADEN and RALS nozzles of 10' to minimize reingestion losses 
a Recovery of Reaction Control System thrust 
a Tropical day temperature. 
Vertical takeoff on a tropical day is the sizing point for the RALS D3 engine. 
5.5.3 Transition Performance 
The transition from hover to fully wing-borne flight is  achieved by rotating the ADEX 
and RALS nozzles aft from the vertical according to the schedule shown in Fig. 4.3.2-1, 
and utilizing thrust modulation for pitch control. 
Installed thrust used for the aircraft transition analysis of Section 7.5 a re  presented 
in Figures 10.2-29 through 10.2-32. The total gross thrust plot in Figure 10.2-29 repre- 
sents RALS burner plus ADEN thrust, from Intermediate to Maximum Power. At Inter- 
mediate Power both the RALS burner and the ADEN afterburner are  not operating and the 
thrust is  therefore developed without reheat. Figure 10.2-31 shows the variation of the 
thrust split in this range of power settings, which is within flow shifting capability of the 
engine. Further reductions in power setting be low Intermediate are  scheduled to stay 
within the limits shown for 60% maximum A/B power in Figure 10.2-31. 
The nozzle velocity ratios in Figure 10.2-32 were computed for the total gross thrust 
(ADEN & RAM burner) allowing for full expansion to ambient pressure. 
5.6 REACTION CONTROLS 
Aircraft control during the hover and transition mode of operation i s  provided by 
engine thrust control and core bleed air. 
Pitch control is achieved by modulating the thrust split wlthin the design capability 
of the engine. Nominal aircraft thrust balance is achieved with the ADEN developing 6S0/c 
of the thrust split and the RALS burner providing the remaining 35Yb The Study D3 engine 
has the capability to vary this split almost instantaneously to an upper limit of 46% for the 
R A I S  (ADEN thrust of 54%) and to a lower limit of 25% RALS thrust (ADEN at 75%). This 
variation in thrust split is  provided by adjusting the fan airflow distribution using the internal 
bypass injectors, and adjusting the RALS and ADEN nozzle areas accordingly. Exhaust gas 
temperature is maintained throughout the flow transfer operation. 
Yaw control is achieved by deflecting the RALS nozzle to the side. A total of * 15 
degrees yaw vectoring capability i s  available in the current design, 
Roll control is provided by ducting core bleed air  to roll control nozzles located in 
the wing tips of the aircraft. Hover engine performance includes an engine thrust penalty 
for this bleed flow, which is 10.6 lbs/sec/engine. To provide for maximum thrust recovery, 
roll control thrust vectors are  directed down on both wing-tips. Roll i s  achieved by shifting 
bleed flow to the appropriate side by changing the corresponding nozzle areas. 
Thrusts available for aircraft reaction control are shown in Figure 10.2-33. 
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6 - AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
6.1 FLIGHT CONTROLS 
Control is .provided by a triple digital channel fly-by-wire (FBW) flight control system. 
Pilot input to the flight computers is accomplished by triplex transducing signals. Rate and 
acceleration inputs a r e  provided by cone-configured, skewed axis gyro and accelerometer 
packages, The flight control system handles all aspects of aerodynamic flight as  well as con- 
trol in the hover and transition flight modes. Table 6.1-1 shows the primary control modes 
and control functions. 
6.2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
Design 623-2024 structural components are  a blend of advanced composites and metal- 
lic materials applying advanced manufacturing technology appropriate to a 1995 IOC airframe. 
The primary structural materials are: 
(A) Non-metallic 
Graphite, Boron, Kevlar/Epoxy 
Graphite/Polyimide 
(B) Metallic 
0 Advanced Aluminum alloys 
e Aluminum powder and wrought alloys 
Advanced Titanium alloys 
0 Advanced Titanium powder alloys. 
Manufacturing technology includes automated tape lajup and co-curing, for the com- 
posites/epoxy matrix materials, and extensive use of powder-metallurgy, super-plastic 
forming (SPF), weld, adhesive and diffusion bonding (DB) for the advanced metallic structure. 
The projected weight savings, discussed in section 7.3.1, a re  a result of in-house 
studies that applied the advanced materials and manufacturing technologies to conceptual 
airframes (Reference 6-1). 
6.2.1 Wing Structure 
The wing consists of s thru-box with continuous covers e.xtending from wing fold joint 
to wing fold joint. Multi-spar semi-sine wave beam construction is used to obtain maximum 
Table 6.1-1 Flight Control Mode and Function Summary 
I MODE 
WING-BORNE 1 
CONTROL FUNCTION 
I I I WING LOAD ROLL PITCH YAW THRUST OPTIMIZATION 
RCS 
VTOLMOVER 
r DIFFERENTIAL 
FLAPS 
* RCS 
r DIFFERENTIAL 
FLAPS 
I 
* MODULATED 
ADEN 81 RALS 
THRUST 
CANARD 
ADEN+RALS+RCS o MODULATED 
ADEN 81 RALS 
THRUST 
CANARD LEfrE 
DEVICES 
CANARD 
- r L A 1  ERAL RALS 
CANARD LETTE 
DEVlCES 
LATERAL RALS 
RUDDERS 
RUDDERS ADEN WING LE/TE 
DEVICES 
0 LE DEVICE 
) structural efficiency for the desired low thickness ratio wing section. The wing is pre- 
dominantly graphite/epoxy (covers and spars) with borodepoxy reenforcement in the highly 
loaded areas. The rear beam is  titanium as are the major rib fittings, fuselage attachment 
and wing store support ribs. Leading and trailing edge variable camber surfaces use alum- 
inum skins supported and actuated by high strength steel elements. 
6.2.2 Fuselage Structure 
The fuselage structure uses a combination of advanced composite and metallic con- 
struc tion. Extensive use is made of large skin/stiffener/frame sub-assemblies fabricated 
from co-cured graphite/epoxy and SPF/DB titanium. The major load-carrying bulkheads and 
frames tue predominantly titanium. Hot areas are  fabricated from titanium, graphite/ 
polyimide and, in selected areas, high strength steel. 
Graphite-epoxy shear panels are  assumed designed for buckling at ultimate load to 
gain the weight advantage of post-buckled graphite/epoxy shear panel strength. Composite 
skin and shear panels use integral and co-cured stiffeners selectively strengthened with 
boron/epoxy where load intensity is high. Titanium skins are  beaded or corrugation-stif- 
fened using the SPF/DB technique. Aluminum skins employ weld or  adhesive bonded stif- 
) feners and beads. 
6.2.3 Canard and Vertical Tail 
The canard and vertical tail covers are pre-cured graphite/epoxy covers bonded to 
reinforced plastic (HRP) core substructure. The canard flap leading and trailing edge de- 
vices and rudders are  similarly constructed. The canard pivot fitting is titanium as are the 
fore and aft canard spars which must distribute the canard flap loads. 
6.2.4 Alighting Gear 
The main landing gear materials are projected as high strength steel and titanium. 
Advanced graphite/epoxy is projected for the drag braces. Brake assemblies are  carbon 
composition. 
6.2.5 1995 IOC Material Usage 
The projected material usage for the 1995 IOC airframe assumed in this study is shown 
in Figure 6.2-1. The material mix forms the basis for the anticipated structural weight 
savings discussed in section 7.3.1. 
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Figure 6.2-1 Design 623 - 2024 1995 IOC Material Mix 
6 .3  BUSS PROPERTIES 
Design 623-2024 Design Take-Off Gross Weight (TOGW) was derived by the use of 
the Computerized Initial Sizing Estimate (CISE) program. CISE employs a level I and LI 
s ~ r i e s  of weight prediction equations developed for  fighter/attack aircraft. Modifications 
. were made to account Design 623-2024's unique features. A more detailed description of 
CISE follows in section 7.2. 
Figures 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 present the group weight-empty statement and mission load- 
ing. The mission loading tables show loadings for  the Deck Launched Intercept (DLI) mis- 
sion as  well a s  the alternate Combat Air Patrol (CAP) and Subsonic Surface Surveillance 
(SSS) alternate STOVL missions. 
The mission loadings show a maximum internal fuel load of 11618 lb (5270 kg) (refer 
to STOVWCAP mission, Fig. 6.3-2) and a VTO internal fuel load of 10618 lb (4816 kg) in 
VTO. The additional fuel, above VTO fuel required, resulted from additional internal volume 
generated during the final configuration development. The additional volume is allotted to 
fuel for STOVL missions. 
Figure 6.3-3 shows the center of gravity (CG) location and inertias for take-off-gross 
weight and landing weight in tabular form. Figure 6.3-4 shows the CG travel graphically. 
6.4 CREW STATION 
Design 623 a s  depicted in Figure 3.5-2 (general arrangement drawing) provides a 
single seat crew station capable of accepting future cockpit displays and controls. The 
canopy/nose design permits desired external visibility and meets the VTOL over the nose 
vision requirement of 25 degrees (Ref. MIL-STD-850B). The one piece canopy/windshield 
design eliminates conventional windshield bow obstruction of the external visibility envelope. 
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+) 6.5 SUB SYSTEMS 
6.5.1 Pilot Station 
The primary controls, for conventional flight and VTOL/Hover, a r e  a s  follows: 
e Two-Axis DHC (Displacement Hand Controller), Central Location 
a Rudder Pedals 
e Thrust Control Quadrant 
The DHC controls roll and pitch via transducer inputs to the FBW flight control sys- 
tem. Yaw is facilitated by rudder pedals. Translation, forward, aft and laterally, is 
accomplished by the combined use of the thrust vector control quadrant and the DHC. 
Primary flight information is handled by a head-up-display (HUD) system. Alternate 
display and information is provided by command/voice warning. 
6.5.2 Flight & Hover Controls 
Control of aero surfaces and VTOL dedicated equipment (nozzle vectoring and modu- 
lation) will be by servo-feed-back actuation commanded by the digital FBW system using 
) the pilot and/or flight control and navigation computer systems. The FBiV flight control is  2 
configured as  a fail-operational - operational (fail-op ) digital system consistent with the 
control configured levels of instability in Design 623. The power for actuators a r e  pro- 
vided by three independent hydraulic systems consistent with the state of the a r t  for the 
1990 time period. 
6.5.2 Electrical Power Systems 
There a re  two potential systems which a r e  applicable for Design 623: The Variable 
Speed Constant Frequency (VSCF) generating system and the High Voltage DC (HVDC) 
generating system. Final recommendations regarding electrical system type will result 
from continuing and future studies. 
6.5.4 Environmental Control System (ECS) 
The conceptual ECS for Design 623 is derived from a basic bootstrap a i r  cycle ma- 
chine using ram air a s  the heat sink. 
The ECS provides cockpit cooling o r  heating and thermal control of avionics and 
weapons. It will also provide cockpit pressurization, wind screen anti-icing, rain re- 
moval and canopy defogging. 
6.5.5 Avionics 
A baseline functional avionics system concept has been generated to support V/STOL 
vehicle sizing studies. The V/STOL baseline avionics concept includes a multi-mode, 
(air-to-air and air-to-surface) s e a r c h h a c k  f ire  control radar  system. Air -to-air combat 
avionics capability is  configured for multiweapon/multi-target attack with advanced air-to- 
a i r  missiles and/or gun. The radar features a noncooperative target recognition capability, 
allowing beyond visual range weapon launch. An antiship standoff weapon delivery attack 
function using a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode is included to enhance the V/STOL 
role in sea control. Accurate conventional o r  guided weapon delivery against land targets 
under all-weather conditions is an additional feature. 
6.5.6 Armament 
Weapons configuration for the basic DL1 mission consists of: 
e (2) AIM-7 Sparrow - Externally mounted 
e (2) AIM-9 Sidewinder - Externally mounted 
(1) 20 mm gun and ammunition - internally mounted 
Additional external store provisions a r e  provided on the aircraft fuselage centerline 
and under-wing locations. External s tore stations a re  supplied with electrical, ECS and 
fluid couplings to enable the carriage of a wide variety of stores. 
6.5.7 Fuel System 
. A single point pressure fueling station is provided. The primary fuel load i s  located 
in eight main tanks, five bladder tanks between the engines (three forward and two aft of the 
wing box), plus one integral fuel tank in the center wing box, with two self-sealing fuel 
tanks just below. 
7 - AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 
7.1 COMBAT PERFORlLlANCE 
The maneuverability of the Design 623-2024 aircraft is  indicated by the variations of 
specific excess power (Ps) with normal load factor depicted in Figures 7.1-1 thru 7.1-5 
for various altitudes at the Mach numbers specified in the Statement of Work. These data 
are applicable to the configuration with the DL1 mission external s tore loading of two AIM-7 
and two AIM-9 missiles at a combat weight whichequals 88 percent of VTO weight. Due to 
the combination of high T/W required for VTO operation and advanced technology in aero- 
dynamics, propulsion ar.3 materials, the performance requirement of the Statement of W o r ~  
are  f a r  exceeded. From Figure 7.1-2, i t  may be seen that the sustained normal load 
factor at hI=O. 60 and an altitude of 10,000 feet (3048m) is  6.8 (vs a requirement of 6.2), 
nearly equal the 7. Og structural limit of the aircraft. The specific excess power (PSI 
available during level flight at a Mach number of 0.90, 10,000 feet (3048m) altitude is 
1130 fps (344 m/s)  as shown in Figure 7.2-3, f a r  exceeding the required value of 900 fps 
(274 m/s). It should be noted that this outstanding maneuver capability has been obtained ? by conservatively not taking any benefit for supercirculation effects. 
The acceleration and maximum Mach number capability of the design are depicted in 
Figures 7.1-6 and 7.1-7, respectively. Due to the high T/W of the propulsion system, 
excellent acceleration times are achieved. Maximum Mach number capabilie of the air- 
craft emanates from inlet and structural design considerations. 
7.2 CONFIGUfSATIOH SELECTION 
The technique used to develop Design 623-2024 is based on a Grumman developed 
computer program known as the Computerized Initial Sizing Estimate (CISE). CISE enables 
the initial sizing of airplanes in the "zero" level of design (i. e. before a layout is  made). 
The program serves as an aid in making early decisions about an airplane's optimum size 
and general characteristics (e. g. engine size, wing area, aspect ratio). CISE provides a 
rapid and efficient method of determining aircraft sensitivity to major changes such as 
mission-radius o r  engine type. 
Figure 7.2-1 is an abbreviated flow chart of the program. The initial assumption of 
TOGW is generated by an equation that accounts for mission load and radius. The value of 
the initial assumption, however, does not aifect the final answer because the program is 
designed to iterate on TOGW until it converges to an acceptable solution. Assuming there 
is no previous geometric data on an airplane that would fulfill a given set of mission re- 
quirements and that no bias p reex i s t s  (e. g. "let us use a canard design"), CISE will 
initially create a geometry based on "historicalf1 trends. 
After an initial solution is reached a map of principle parameters (e, g. aspect ratio, 
wing loading, sweep, thrust-to-weight) is generated in order to determine an optimum con- 
figuration. The required fuel (for a given TOGW and geometry) is determined by using 
tabular engine data and a combination of analytical and empirical aerodynam ics methods . 
7.2.1 Optimum Configuration Selection 
As an aid to the selection of an optimum configuration a series of carpet plots of 
thrust-to-weight t/w and wing load w/s was generated using CISE. To further assist the 
configuration selection, carpet plots of specific excess power (P ), acceleration time and S 
sustained g's were generated relative to t/w and w/s over a range of aspect ratios, and 
wing sweep values. The parametric ranges are: 
Aspect ratio: 3.0 to 4.5 
e Wing sweep: 30, 35, 40 degrees 
Wing loading: 90 to 110 lb/ft2 (139-537 kg/m2) 
0 Thrust-to-Weight: 1 .3  to 1.5 
Figure 7.2-2 presents a typical carpet plot, for an aspect ratio of 3.75, leading edge sweep 
of 35 degrees, showing the effects on TOGW of the geometry and performance parametrics 
discussed. Superimposed on the carpet is the thrust to weight constraint for VTO. 
An evaluation of the carpet plot series, along with other pertinent consideratious 
(e. g. STOL performance, aerodynamics) enabled the final Design 6 23 configuration to be 
established. 
7.2.2 Design Miss ion Definition 
I .  order to establish Design 623-2024 a design mission must be inputted into CISE. 
The selected design mission is the VTO Deck Launched Intercept (DLI) profile. Airplane 
and mission loading is: 
e 1200 lb (544 kg) Avionics (uninstalled weight) 
a (2) AIM-7 Sparrows (external) 
(2) AIM-9 Sidewinder (e-xternal) 
@ Gun/?lmrnunition carried internally. 
The inputted mission profile is described in Figure 7.2-3 and is inputted into CISE 
along with airplane aerodynamic performance characteristics, a s  described in Section 4 . 1 ,  
Figures 4.1.4-5 thru 8, and engine performance data fo r  the SYS-GE16-WCES Study 
D-3 RALS engine. 1995 IOC materials and manufacturing technology are  inputted to generate 
the proper levels of structural weight. Figure 7.2-4 presents the DL1 mission fuel, Mach 
number, distance and altitude summary for a radius of 150 nm (278 km). 
7 . 3  DESIGN MISSION SENSITIVITIES 
In order to establish a reasonable configuration (e. g. weight, fuel load, dimensions) 
an understanding of the vehicle "drivers" is required. The approach used was to vary the 
airplanef s significant parameters, in the CLSE program, within the DL1 mission requirements. 
7 . 3 . 1  Materials and Manufacturing Technology 
Since the airplane is to be designed for an Advanced DC, the applicable material 
technology must be inputted into CISE. The input format is in the form of projected struc- 
tural weight savings percentage broken down by groups as follows: 
e Wing 
Vertical Tail 
e Horizontal Tail (Canard) 
Body 
Alighting Gear 
Air Induction 
The percent savings have been developed from a continuing in-house effort, by the Ad- 
vanced Composites Group and Materials - Process Engineering, and'represents the current 
projected structural savings over a current state-of-the-art "conventional" aluminum air- 
craft circa 1970. The savings presented assumes the use of non-metallic composites mate- 
rial and manufacturing technology as  well as advanced metallic material technology and man- 
ufacturing such as aluminum-lithium alloys, diffusion bonded/super-plastic formed titanium 
alloys. 
Figure 7.3-1 presents the inputted structural weight savings for three IOC dates. The 
selected materials technology for Design 523-2024 is 1995 IOC. Figure 7.3-2 shows the 
effect on TOGW for the three material technology dates examined. 
7.3.2 Combat Allowance Sensitivity 
Combat fuel allowance is a strong driver in the DL1 mission. As a result the combat 
allowance was examined in from several points of view. 
Figure 7.3-3 and 7-3.4 show the sensitivity of combat allowance to take-off gross 
weight. It is evident that the combat turn is a larger driver of TOGW than change in total 
Energy (LIEs). Obviously some of the turn capability can be traded off for additional A ES 
o r  the A Es fuel can go to increasing the turn. Since the combat allowance was generated 
by a 1/2-turn plus 41000 ft (12498 m), a look at the fuei breakdown, for combat, would be 
more informative. 
Figures 7.3-5 and 7.3-6 show the fuel required for turns and AE The term, A ES, 
s' 
represents the total energy change available to the aircraft. To execute a half turn, at 
Mach 1.6 and 40000 ft (12192 m) requires 735 lb (333 kg) of fuel while the required AES 
value demands 1157 Ib (529 kg). The total of 1892 lb (858 kg) of fuel can be apportioned as 
defined in the DL1 mission or  can be used to execute additional turn, o r  generate 
a higher level of AE but not simultaneously. The total combat fuel allowance, and its 
s 
sensitivity on TOGW, is shown in Figure 7.3-7, The implication, in the data presented, 
is that the DL1 mission specifies adequate combat capability, at a radius of 150 nm (278 krn). 
As Figure 7.3-7 indicates an increase in combat fuel (i.e. capability) can be achieved but 
only at a considerable cost in increased TOGW. 
7.3.3 Parametric Sensitivities 
Other parametric variations were examined for their effect on TOGW. The param- 
eters examined are: 
/ 
e Change in Engine t/w (uninstalled) 
Change in Engine SFC 
Uninstalled Avionics Weight 
Changes in Engine SFC and t/w appear to be the second biggest drivers to TOGW. A 
change in ten percent in thrust-to-weight produces a take-off gross weight change of 2175 lb 
(987 kg). A similar (10%) change in SFC yields a 3375 lb (1531 kg) change in TOGW. R l i l e  
uninstalled avionics drives volume and supporting system weight its sensitivity is not as 
severe a s  engine t/w o r  SFC. For e-xample, a 10% change in avionics weight will yield an 
1175 lb (533 kg) change in TOGW. Slnce the avionics system is potentially the most variable 
of the weight items it was selected to show vehicle TOGW sensitivity. Figures 7.3-8 and 
'I 
1 /' 
7.3-9 shows the TOGW sensitivities of engine t/w and SFC. Figure 7.3-10 presents the 
sensitivity of TOGW to avionics weight. 
7.3.4 Mission Sensitivities, DL1 Mission 
The f irs t  parametric investigation performed was the TOGW sensitivity to mission 
radius in the DL1 mission. Figure 7.3-11 indicates a high sensitivity of TOGW to dash-out 
radius a t  Mach 1.6, 40000 f t  (12192 m). The approximate change rate of TOGW (growth 
factor) is 80 lb/n. mi (50.4 kg/km). 
Figure 7.3-12 shows the effect of dash speed on DL1 mission radius. It is interesting 
to note that for  radii of less than 100 nm (185 km) the maximum allowable dash speed per- 
mitted is the same as  the maximum capable dash speed of the airplane at 40000 ft (12192 m). 
As the radius increases, beyond 100 nrn (185 km), the allowable dash speed must be rapidly 
reduced. At a radius of 175 nm (324 km). dash speed is low enough so that the airplane 
can continue without afterburner. Beyond a radius of 275 n, m i  (509 km) the dash speed 
must be subsonic. In other words, for a fixed amount of fuel, the maximum allowable dash 
Mach number i s  a function of radius. For a short radius, a higher thrust, and consequently 
">! 
higher SFC is allowed to maximize dash Mach number. For an increasingly longer radius, 
$ engine thrust (i. e. lower SFC) must be reduced to achieve the radius and strll have fuel for 
combat and return to base station. 
Figure 7.3-13 shows the effect of changing engine SFC on the DL1 mission radius. 
Small changes in predicted engine SFC can produce significant changes in DL1 mission radius 
for a constant gross weight aircraft. The change is more pronounced when SFC is improved 
(negative change) since an increasingly lower percentage of the total fuel i s  used for the 
initial climb and acceleration to dash Mach number. 
7.4 ALTERNATE MISSIONS 
. Two alternate missions have been evaluated for the ST0 mode of operation. Addition- 
ally, ferry range has been estimated for VTO and S'IY). The alternate missions were evalu- 
ated by inputting Design 623-2024 geometry, weights and drag characteristics into CISE as  
a "frozen" airplane and exercising the mission solution capability of the program. 
7.4.1 STOVL Combat Air Patrol (CAP) Mission 
The STOVWCAP mission requires the aircraft to loiter a t  some radius from its 
launch point, then be directed to an air target. The mission is subsonic with the exception 
of the combat leg. Dash to target and combat is conducted supersonicdly. 
The mission loading is: 
a (2) AIM-7 Sparrow 
0 (2) AIM-9 Sidewinder 
0 (1 ) GdAmmunit ion 
Stores a re  assumed to be retained throughout the mission. ST0 weight, for the CAP 
mission, is 38726 lb (17566 kg) with 11618 lb (5270 kg) of fuel carried internally. The 
STOVL/CAP mission profile is described in Figure 7.4-1.  
7 . 4 . 2  STOVL Subsonic Surface Surveillance (SSS) Mission 
The STOVWSSS is an air- to-surface anti-shipping mission that requires the aircraft 
to loiter at  a radius from launch point, then execute a surveillance and/or attack of a surface 
target. The mission is examined with and without external fuel. 
The mission load is: 
r (2) AGM-84 Harpoon 
(2) AIM-9 Sidewinder 
(1) Gun/Ammunition 
r (1) 300 gallon (1136 1) fuel tank (optional) 
ST0 weight for the SSS mission is 40048 lb (18165 kg) with 11618 lb (5270 kg) of fuel 
carried internally and, alternately, 42316 lb (19194 kg) when a 300 gallon (1136 1)  center 
line fuel tank is carried. The STOVL/SSS mission profile is described in Figure 7 .1 -2 .  
7 . 4 . 3  Ferry Range 
Ferry ranges a re  estimated for a clean aircraft (no stores, no ammunition) with 11616 
lb (5270 kg) of fuel carried internally. VTO and ST0 take off weight is 36866 lb (16722 kg). 
r VTO ferry range with 11618 lb fuel (5270 kg) 1110 n. mi (2056 km) 
ST0 ferry range with 11618 lb fuel (5270 kg) 1260 n.mi (2334 km) 
The ferry ranges shown are for cruise a t  Mach 0 .8 ,  48000 feet (14630 m) with 10  minutes 
loiter capability at sea level plus 5% reserve. Ferry range can be considerably in- 
creased if external fuel is carried. 
7 . 4 . 4  CAP and SSS Mission Performance Summary 
Loiter time vs radius for the CAP and SSS STOVL missions are presented in Figures 
7.4-3 and 7.4-4. A mission fuel breakdown for the STOVL/CAP and STOVL/SSS 
missions a re  presented ia Figure 7.4-5 and 7.4-6. 
j 7 . 5  VTOL ANALYSIS 
7.5 .1  Hover Control Power 
The propulsion system of Design 623-2024 has been sized to provide adequate control 
power when operating in jet-borne flight. Roll control is provided by wing tip mounted 
Reaction Control System (RCS) jets. During normal operation, these jets operate in a con- 
tinuous symmetric (i. e. "down-down") manner. To impart a rolling motion to the aircraft,  
one ~ Z C S  nozzle i s  shut and total RCS flow i s  exhausted through the remaining open nozzle at 
the opposite wing tip. Pitch control i s  attained by changing the thrust split (i. e. flow shift- 
ing) between the RALS and ADEN nozzles. Yawing motion i s  generated by sideward deflec- 
tion of the RALS nozzle (up to a maximum of 15  degrees). 
The maximum control power available about each axis i s  shown below compared with 
the minimum levels of reference 7.5-1. These data were generated at the DLI mission 
VTO weight utilizing the inertia and propulsion information presented in sections 6.3  and 
5.5, respectively. 
7.5.2 Transition Analysis 
Transition trajectories for the Design 623-2024 have been generated for both take-off 
and landing phases of the VTOL DL1 mission. A steady-state method of computerized analy- 
s i s  i s  employed which determines the static t r im characteristics during transition at discrete 
values of airspeed for fixed values of angle of attack, flight path angle, acceleration and air-  
craft configuration. The scheme employed to t r im the aircraft i s  contingent on the flight 
mode. In hover, pitch attitude and thrust of the fore and aft nozzles a r e  used. In transition, 
the aircraft is trimmed by nozzle deflection angle and thrust. When the ADEN nozzle is at 
0' deflection, the vehicle i s  fully wing-borne and is trimmed by variation of angle of attack, 
canard deflection, and power setting. At each static trim condition, the computer program 
also has the capability of determining the maximum instantaneous pitch control power avail- 
able f r ~ m  both flow shifting between fore and aft nozzles and from deflection of the canard. 
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Basic aerodynamic data employed in the analysis is contained in Figures 7.5-1 through 
7.5-3. These data have been obtained by modifying the basic aerodynamic data of Section 
4.1 to account (from information contained in References 4.1.2-6 and 4.3.3-1) for deflection 
of the wing trailing edge devices which a r e  used to increase aerodynamic lift during transi- 
tion. Canard control effectiveness used i s  the same a s  that contained in Section 4.1.3, 
while incremental drag due to canard deflection was obtained from Reference 4.1.2-4. The 
installed engine performance which was used is presented in Section 5.0, the applicable jet- 
induced interference effects in Section 4.3, and weight, center of gravity and inertia data in 
Section 6.3. 
Transition trajectories a r e  presented in the format of lift/cruise (ADEN) deflection 
angle necessary for vehicle static t r im a s  a function of airspeed for transitions at  fixed com- 
binations of flight path angle and angle of attack. The corresponding deflection angle of the 
forward RALS nozzle is uniquely defined by the nozzle gearing ratio (Figure 4.3.2-1 i s  re- 
produced a s  Figure 7.5-4 for the reader's convenience). Typical transition trajectories a r e  
presented in Figures 7.5-5 and 7.5-6 for'the D U  mission takeoff and landing phases, re- 
spectively. Approximate conversion s'peed for both take-off and landing is 200 knots (103 
m/s). Flight path angle during the transition has only a moderate effect a s  shown in Figures 
7.5-7 and 7.5-8. 
Excellent pitch control is available throughout transition. Figure 7.5-9 depicts the 
available control power due to both propulsion and aerodynamic control de'c-i'ces during a 
take-off transition at an angle of attack of 4 degrees. The guideline levels of pitch control 
power of Reference 7.5-1 a re  exceeded throughout the transition velocity range. 
7.6 ST0 PERFORMANCE 
The ST0 take-off procedure envisaged for the Desiga 623-2024 aircraft is a straight- 
forward one designed to minimize pilot workload and vehicle complexity. The deflections of 
both the RALS and ADEN nozzles a r e  preset to a specified value, which corresponds to the 
same gearing relationship utilized in transition (see Figure 4.3.2-1). This eliminates pitch- 
ing moments due to direct thrust effects. Wing trailing edge devices are  deflected and the 
canard is preset to a positive incidence to maximize aerodynamic lift at the end of the ground 
roll. The throttle i s  advanced to a power setting equivalent to that used in VTO, which allows 
sufficient thrust modulation capability to reside in the propulsion system for aircraft rotation 
once lift-off speed is attained and for pitch control in the transition flight phase. The brakes 
a r e  released and the ground roll is commenced. Once lift-off speed is attained, the aircraft 
i s  rotated to a predetermined angle of attack. The aircraft lifts off and transition LO iully 
wing-borne flight is initiated. 
A two-degree-of-freedom method of analysis was employed to evaluate S T 0  perfor- 
mance capability. Pitching moment effects were not considered due to their minimal impact 
(excellent pitch control power is available through flow shifting between the RA IS and ADEN 
nozzles, direct thrust moments a r e  trimmed out due the nozzle gearing ratio, and generally 
the effect of jet-induced interference pitching moments i s  negligible). Lift and drag charac- 
teristics employed in the analysis a r e  depicted in Figures 7.6-1 and 7.6-2, respectively. 
The lift and drag characteristics shown have been generated by modifying the information 
contained in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 to take the following effects into account: 
Ground Effects - Obtained from information contained in References 4.3.1-2, 
7.6-1 and 7.6-2. 
e Deflection of Wing Trailing Edge Devices - Multiple segments a r e  deflected to act a s  
a plain flap. Incremental lift at low angles of attack cbnservatively estimated by 
the methods contained in Reference 4.2.2-1. The variations of incremental lift with 
angle and incremental drag a r e  based on data contained in Reference 4.1.2-6. 
e Landing Gear - incremental effects a r e  based on statistical data. 
Jet-induced interference effects utilized in the analysis a re  contained in Section 4.3.3. The 
appropriate thrust data i s  contained in Section 5.0. 
ST0 performance capability i s  presented in Figures 7.6-3 thru 7.6-5 for various 
values of wind over deck (WOD), for a deck run of 400 f t  (122m), which corresponds to oper- 
ation from ships of the LHA and LPH category, overload capabilities of 9574 Ibs (4343 kg),  
11,274 lbs (544 kg), and 13,274 lbs (6020 kg), may be obtained at values of WOD of 0, 10 
(5.1) and 20 (10.3) knots (m/s), respectively. It should be noted that a s  the nozzles a re  
rotated from the horizontal (0') to'the vertical (go0), there i s  a trade-off between horizontal 
acceleration and direct powered lift. Eventually, the point of minimum acceptable horizontal 
acceleration (0.065g) is reached and further increases in the powered lift capability become 
unusable. 
7.7 ENGINE-OUT CONSIDERATIONS 
Loss of one engine during hover and transition flight will necessitate initiation of pro- 
cedures to stabilize the aircraft to allow sufficient time for safe pilot egress. At higher 
speeds/altitudes, the possibility exists for saving both the pilot and aircraft by trading-off 
altitude for the additional speed necessary to obtain fuily wing-borne flight. These aspects 
of engine-out operation and the ramifications of engine-out during ST0 operation should be 
investigated a s  high speed V ISTO L continues to evolve. 
In the conventional flight mode, the rudder surfaces have been sized for preliminary 
design purposes to provide sufficient control to trim out moments due to asymmetric thrust 
forces from all speeds from conversion to V-. Design 623-2024 will be reconfigured with 
all-moving slab vertical tail surfaces, should one-engine operation during conventional take- 
off and landing dictate control requirements. 
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* EXPEND 3 ES = 41 000 ft (12 497 m) 
6 MINIMUM FUEL CLIMB TO BCAIBMN 
7 CRUISE BACK AT BCA/BMN 
8 LOITER 10 MINUTES AT BMN, SEA-LEVEL 
9 VERTICAL LANDING WITH 5% FUEL REMAINING 
1690.08 7W 
Figure 7.4-1 Design 623-2024 STOVL Combat Air Patrol (CAP) Mission 
LOADING: (2) AGM-84 HARPOON. (2) A I M 8  SlDEWlNDER, GUNIAMMO (ALL RETAINED1 
1 SHORT TAKE-OFF 
2 MINIMUM FUEL CLIMB TO BEST CRUISE ALTITUDE AND MACH NUMBER (BCAIBMN) 
3 CRUISE AT  BCAIBMN TO RADIUS 
4 LOITER AT  BCAlBMN 
5 COMBAT ALLOWANCE. 5 MINUTES AT MACH 0 . 8 , M  000 FT. (6 096 m) 
6 MINIMUM FUEL CLIMB TO BCAlBMN 
7 CRUISE BACK AT BCAIBMN 
8 LOITER 10 MINUTES AT  BMN. SEA LEVEL 
9 VERTICAL LANDING WITH 5% FUEL REMAINING 
1690-086W 
Figure 7.4-2 Design 623-2024 STOVL Subsonic Surface Surveiilancs (SSS) Mission 
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Figure 7.43 Design 623-2024 STOVL Combat Air Patrol Mission 
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Figure 7.4-4 Ikrign 623-2024 STOVL Subsonic Surface Surveillmce 
I MISSION DESCRIPTION 
I 1 SHORT TAKE-OFF I 2 MIN. FUEL CLIMB TO BCAiBMN I 3 CRUISE TO RADIUS BCAIBMN I 4 LOITER AT RADIUS 
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0 ACCELERATE TO MACH 1.4 
1 EXECUTE 180° TURN (6.0591 
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I 7 CRUISE BACK AT  BCAIBMN 1 8 LOITER 10 MINUTES AT BMN. SEA LEVEL 
( 9 VERTICAL LANDING 
I 10 5% FUEL RESERVE 
Figure 7.45 Design 623-2024 STOVL CAP Mission Breakdown 150 nm (278 km) 
Radius 11618 Lb (5270 kg) internal Fuel 
Figure 7.46 Design 623-2024 STOVL SSS Mission Breakdown 300 nm (556 km) Radius 
11618 Lb (5270 kg) Internal Fuel 
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MISSION DESCRIPTION 
1 SHORT TAKE-OFF 
2 MINIMUM FUEL CLIMB TO BCA 
3 CRUISE AT BCAlBMN TO RADIUS 
4 LOITER AT BCAiBMN 
5 COMBAT ALLOWANCE 
6 MINIMUM FUEL CLIMB TO BCA 
7 CRUISE BACK AT BCAlBMN 
8 LOITER 10 MINUTES AT BMN. SEA LEVEL 
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Figure 7.5-1 Dasign 623 - 2024 Lift Characteristics - Trailing Edge Devices Deflected 
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Figure 7.5-2 Drign 623 . 2024 Pitching Moment Chrrechristin - 
Trailing Edge Devices Deflected 
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Figure 7.53 Design 623 - 2024 Drag Charactoristics - Trailing Edge Devices Ddlrtted 
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Figure 7.5-5 Design 623 - 2024 Takeoff Tt~mition, Effect of Angle of Attack 
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Figure 7.58 Drign 623 - 2024 Landing Trasition, Effect of Angle of Attack 
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Figure 7.5-7 Design 623 - 2024 Takeoff Transition, Effect of Flight Path Angle 
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Figure 7.5-9 Dnim 623 - 2024 Maximum Avrilable Pitch Control Power; Takeoff Transition 
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Figure 7.6-1 Daign 623-2024 ST0 Lift Charrctrristia Power Off 
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Figure 7.6-4 Design 623 - 2024 ST0 Performmoe 
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Figure 7.6-5 Design 623-2024 ST0 Performance WOO = 20 KTS (10.28 m/S) 
8 - AERODYNAMIC UNCERTAINTIES 
The following have been identified as areas of aerodynamic uncertainty that require 
additional research. 
8.1 PROGRAMS AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
8.1.1 Buffet Onset 
Flight buffet is  a dynamic aircraft behavior resulting from unsteady aerodynamic 
forces induced by flow separation. The primary mechanisms which initiate this unsteady 
, flow condition a r e  the existence of a shock wave on the wing and the boundary layer char- 
acteristics in the region of the separation. The location and strength of the shock greatly 
influence the buffet intensity. Many complex factors a r e  involved in predicting buffet onset 
and present analytical techniques have been empirically derived from wind tunnel and flight 
test results. 
An empirical data base does not exist for a configuration of the Design 623-2024 type, 
"\, 
i. e. one employing a low aspect ratio supercriticzl wing. In addition, with a highly loaded 
! wide-body and small exposed span, separation can occur imtially on the fuselage, introduc- 
ing another unknown in terms of predictability. 
8.1.2 Aerodpamic Characteristics of Wide-Body, Low Aspect Ratio Wing Configurations 
The methods available for determining the longitudinal and lateral/directional char- 
acteristics of an aircraft a r e  largely based on slender body theory. These procedures a re  
highly configuration dependent; proper definition of the wing and load carrying glove/pod a r e  
required. Design 623-2024 with the wide bodyhacelle and a small exposed wing span, does 
not lend itself readily to math modelling with the majority of the presently available 
methods. An empirical data base must be established and correlation factors determined 
before an acceptable analytical method can be satisfactorily developed which can be applied 
with confidence to configurations of this type. 
8.1.3 Close-Coupled canard/wing Interaction 
Earlier Grumman studies, References 4.1.2-4 and 4.1.2-5, have indicated that the 
proper use of canard surfaces on a maneuvering aircraft can offer several positive features 
such as  positive t r im lift during maneuver and reduced trim drag. These same studies 
have also shown that canard control effectiveness is  greatly influenced by canard/wing 
geometry, with potentially large adverse mutual interference effects. Wind tunnel test 
results have shown that canard/wing interaction produces a complex flow field. State-of- 
the-art methodology is inadequate in predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of such 
configurations with a high degree of confidence. For  optimum canard/wing design, adequate 
knuwledge of the flow field i s  essential and can only be obtained at present from wind tunnel tests. 
8.1.4 Thrust ~ectorina/Su~ercirculation 
Thrust vectoring/supercirculation (TV/SC) has indicated promise as a technology 
capable of potentially significant gains in performance and maneuverability for advanced 
fighters. The basic theoretical concept of supercirculation is the effective cambering of 
the buried wing-body , which, for a conventional configuration arrangement, would generate 
no camber lift of its own and only support carryover loads from the exposed wing panels. 
The non-axisymmetric nozzles essentially act a s  a jet flap in the buried wing area and ideally 
imparts to it the benefit of cambered wing loading. The effective cambering of the exposed 
wing panel is also increased thereby improving the load distribution. For an advanced 
supercritical variable camber wing design the benefits of (TV/SC) have not been established. 
A major design aspect of incorporating (TV/SC) technology into a vehicle is  the place- - 
ment of the nozzle exhaust in the immediate vicinity of the wing trailing edge to induce super- 1 
circulation. Design 623-2024 has this feature, by virtue of other design considerations, and 
the accrued benefits should be assessed. These benefits a r e  configuration dependent and gen- 
eralizing such a technologl). can lead to questionable results. In order to gain insight into 
the basic flow phenomena occurring from the interaction of the deflected jet and wing flow 
field and the mutual interference effects with a close-coupled canard, parametric wind 
tunnel testing is  required. 
8.1.5 High Angle of Attack Characteristics 
No exact analytical method is  available for estimating high subsonic/transonic aero- 
dgnarnics at high angles of attack. The unavailability of rigorous methods have been 
discussed in the literature, References 8.1.5-1 and 8.1.5-2. The difficulty i s  in the in- 
ability to account adequately for the location of the shock wave and the boundary layer char- 
acteristics around the region of separation. 
There a re  empirical methods available that satisfactorily determine the lift character- 
istics of conventional wings but a r e  inadequate for supercritical wing designs. More im- 
portantly, there a r e  no procedures available for predicting drag, pitching moment and 
lateral/directional characteristics at high angles of attack. Wind tunnel and flight testing 
a r e  the only source for such data at present. 
8.2 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
The following a r e  additiona 1 aerodynamic areas of uncertainty not explored during the 
Phase II wind tunnel test program at the Ames Research Center but which, nevertheless 
should be part of a high speed V/STOL Research Program. 
8.2.1 Jet Induced Interference Effects in Hover and Transition 
Successful design and development of V/STOL aircraft requires an understanding and 
accurate prediction of aircraft forces and moments caused by jet-induced phenomena. This 
phenomenon is attributable to a number of ccmplex flow/airframe/ground interactions. The 
flow interactions almost invariably result in an effective lift loss (suckdown) during the 
vertica 1 mode of operation. 
Grumman has been pursuing, both analytically (Reference 8.2.1-1) and experimentally 
(Reference 4 .3-I ) ,  the parameters which contribute to jet-induced interference. Extensive 
wind tunnel test programs have been conducted and the results give some insight as  to the 
) complexity of the problem. Levels of jet-induced interference a r e  sensitive to both air- 
J frame and nozzle configuration. 
The efficient utilization of a model a s  a vehicle design guide is dependznt on the simu- 
lation of several scaling parameters. A wind tunnel/flight test correlation and comparison 
study, Reference 8.2.1-1, has shown that real  engine flow characteristics, i. e., effective 
velocity ratio, nozzle flow turbulance and mass flow control, a re  the critical parameters 
that must be properly simulated. 
8.2.2 Reingestion 
Recirculation of exhaust gases into the inlet(s) reduces the thrust available and can 
possibly result in compressor stall. The effects a re  configuration dependent and changes 
which alleviate this problem ( i .  e. reduction of fountain effects) can amplify another problem 
area (i.e., suckdown effects). The severity of the problem is a function of nozzle deflection 
angle, height above ground, aircraft attitude, wind velocity and direction. 
Recirculation is  usually classified into two categories: farfield effects, which a re  
caused by heating of the ambient air  and dependent on wind strength and direction, and near- 
field o r  fountain effects which a re  caused by the upward deflection of the jet plume. Both 
phenomena require careful study, since small inlet temperature increments can result in 
significant thrust loss. The only means to accurately assess the impact on performance for 
preliminary design purposes i s  by model testing. 
8.2.3 In Ground Effect at Forward Speed (STO) Characteristics 
Short take-off (STO) performance may be limited by operational problems (i. e.  , re- 
circulation/reingestion), which a r e  not relevant to a conventional aircraft. Unlike the 
classical techniques representatively shoun in Reference 4.1.2-8, theoretical and/or semi- 
empirical methods to define the ground effects of a V/STOL aircraft during a ground roll 
take-off do not exist. 
The flow field surrounding a short take off is  complicated by the free jet, wall jet and 
vortex recirculation (i. e . ,  rolling up the wall jet field in a stable vortex sheet under front 
o r  crosswind conditions), which a r e  a function of wind strength and direction. The effects 
of farfield hot gas reingestion, vortex recirculation and suckdown effects can only be estab- 
lished by model o r  full scale testing. 
8.3 RANKING OF AERODE'NAXIIC C?'JCERT.L\INTIES 
The areas of aerodynamic uncertainties, Sections 8 .1  and 8.2, a re  ranked in order of 
- .  
their importance. Ranking is performed on the basis of two factors : 1) impact on vehicle design 
performance and 2) degree of predictability. The overall ranking of each aerodynamic para- 
1 
meter is obtained by a combination of the two numerical ranking factors. From this overall 
ranking the parameters requiring experimental evaluation a r e  identified (see Table 3.3-1). 
Based on overall ranking, jet-induced interference effects and reinges tion a re  the 
areas of uncertainty which a r e  most critical to the successful evolution of a high speed 
V 'STOL design. Although these areas will not be investigated during the Phase 11 test 
program at NA&4/AMES, considerable effort should be expended in reducing the degree of 
uncertainty of these high impact items. The next important areas of uncertainty (aero- 
dynamics of w ide-body configurations, buffet onset, high angle of attack characteristics ) 
will be investigated during the Phase I1 program. The experimental program described in 
Section 9.0 explores these a s  well as the other conventional flight areas of uncertainty in 
ciepth. 
TABLE 8.3-1 
RANKING 
AERODYNABIIC UNCERTAINTY 
Buffet Onset 
Aerodynamic Characteristics of Wide 
Body Configurations 
Close-Coupled ~ana rd /Wing  Interaction 
Thrust Vectoring/'Supercirculation 
High Angle of Attack Characteristics 
Jet-Induced Interference Effects in 
Hover and Transition 
Reingestion 
ST0 Characteristics 
* 1 Minimal 
2 Significant 
3 Major 
**I Increasing degree of difficulty 
2 
3 I 
*"PREDICT- OVERALL 
*IMPACT ABILITY RAhXING 

9 - PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAnl 
9.1 OBJECTrVES 
The wind tunnel model to be designed and fabricated during Phase I1 of this contract 
will be initially tested in a flow-through configuration. Therefore, the test program at the 
Ames Research Center will investigate the areas  of uncertainty associated with the conven- 
tional flight regime which a r e  not power dependent. Power-on testing may be done at a later 
date, when the XhI2R propulsion simulators a r e  available. The important areas of aero- 
dynamic uncertainty which will be investigated have been delineated in Section 8. 
9.2 310DE L DESCRIPTION 
The model will feature modular construction to permit parametric investigation of the 
aerodynamic uncertainties identified during Phase I. The existing 1/8th scale Design 623 
model will be extensively modified to be representative of the conceptual aircraft design 
developed in Phase I. Should differences exist between the model and Design 623-2024 due 
to  model design considerations, appropriate adjustments to the estimated aerodpamic  char- 
acteristics presented in this report will be made to establish a valid baseline for comparison 
with tunnel results. 
Identifiable features which the model will incorporate are :  
e Wing panels with multi element leading and trailing edge devices to establish rela- 
tive benefits of supercritica 1 variable camber concept 
0 Variable wing/exhaust nozzle longitudinal position and nozzle flap position to assess  
thrust vectoring supercirculation effects (during future power-on testing) 
Assymetric deflection of the wing trailing edge devices (aileron control panels) to 
assess  roll control effectiveness 
a Symmetric deflection of both wing leading and trailing edge segments (nose droop/ 
flaps) to assess  power-off short take-off, landing, and transition characteristics 
Canard with provisions for 
o various vertical positions relative to the outer wing panel 
o trailing edge flap 
o leading edge droop device 
o variable incidence capability 
e Removable vertical fins with provision for simulating rudder deflection 
A straight sting model support will be utilized to enable aerodynamic investigation 
with variable sideslip. This support will only be used for the unpowered aerodynamic inves- 
tigations. A means will be provided to evaluate any violations in aft fuselage contours and 
any interference associated with this installation. Power-off investigations will be con- 
ducted with flow-througb nacelles. The wind tunnel model size will be compatible with the 
XM2R compact simulators for future powered testing a s  required in the Statement of Work. 
Replacement o r  modification of the existing bifurcated twin boom model support/air supply 
system to accommodate the operational requirements of the simulators may be necessaq.  
The twin boom attaches to the vertical tail assemblies. 
The wind tunnel model will be instrumented to acquire aerodynamic force, pressure 
and wing buffet data. Complete model force and moment data will be recorded on a primary 
6-component strain gage balance. Spanwise rows of surface pressure instrumentation wi 11 
be distributed on the canard and the wing. In addition, the wing will incorporate a root 
bending gage, tip accelerometer and trailing edge pressures for buffet analysis. For future 
powered model testing, nozzle internal and external forces will be measured in a secondary 
6-component strain gage balance. Both the main and secondary balances are  designed and 
fabricated as  flow-through systems to permit effective passage of supply a i r  for powering 
the model. 
9.3 TEST P U S S  
The test plans for the subsonic (12 f t  Pressure),  transonic (11 ft Unitary) and super- 
sonic (9x7 ft Unitary) program a re  presented in Tables 9.3-1, 9.3-2 and 9.3-3, respectively. 
Table 9.3-4 lists the model nomenclature along with definitions of the pertinent test param- 
eters. A schematic illustrating the variable camber orientation i s  shown on Figure 9.3-1. 
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TABLE 9.3-4 
I WIND TUNNEL TEST MODEL NOMENCLATURE 
SYhIBOL 
B Body 
C Canard 
N Nacelle (includes glove) 
V Vertical Tails 
W Wing (exposed panels) 
IT WIND TUNNEL TEST PARAMETERS 
SYMBOL 
&FC 
9 deg Canard Flap Deflection Angle 
b~~ , deg Canard Leading E dge Droop Angle 
b~ , deg Rudder Deflection Angle 
&W , deg Wing L. E. Deflection Angle (see Fig. 9.3-1) 
1,2,3 
6 , deg Wing T.E. Deflection Angle (see Fig. 9-3-1) 
W4, 5 
i 
c , deg C anard Incidence Angle 
SECTION A-A 
3 
AIRFOIL MEAN 
LINE f 
SEGMENT 1 
SECTION B-B 
6W4 
AIRFOIL MEAN LlNE 
TRAILING EDGE SUBSCRIPT 
o - OUTBOARD 
SEGMENT 5 4 I - INBOARD 
1690-109W 
Figure 9.3-1 Schemtic Drawing of the Variable Camber Segment Orientatton 
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